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Abstract

requirements and runtime not only for inference but also for
training [17, 18, 41, 53, 55, 64, 76, 82, 86].
In this work, we mainly focus on methods that prune
individual parameters before training, while the number of
zeroed coefficients is kept fixed during training. With this
unstructured pruning, a network’s memory footprint can be
reduced. To lower the runtime in addition, specialized softand hardware is needed [15, 22, 27, 59]. For training sparse
networks, we distinguish between (i) pruning at initialization
(PaI) [12,41,76,82,86] which prunes the network at initialization and fixes zeroed parameters during training, (ii) finding
the sparse architecture to be finally trained by iterative trainprune-reset cycles, a so called lottery ticket (LT) [18, 19],
and (iii) dynamic sparse training (DST) [17, 45, 55] which
prunes the network at initialization, but allows the pruning
mask to be changed during training.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are composed of
layers, each having a certain number of input- and output
channels. Every combination of input- and output channel
is linked by a filter h ∈ RK×K with kernel size K × K. A
weight of h is a spatial coefficient hi,j for a spatial coordinate
(i, j). Filters h can also be modeled in an interspace, a
PK 2
linear space { n=1 λn · g (n) : λn ∈ R} spanned by a filter
2
basis (FB) F := {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) } ⊂ RK×K [16, 79]. One
possibility for a FB is the standard basis B := {e(n) : n =
1, . . . , K 2 } which yields the spatial representations. General
interspace representations are more flexible since bases are
not fixed. We represent h in an interspace in order to learn
the FB F spanning this space along with the FB coefficients
λ, and thereby obtain a better representation for h. Thus,
setting coefficients of flexible, adaptive FBs to zero will
improve results compared to prune spatial coefficients.
For deep networks, where the layers’ purposes are usually unknown to the experts but learnt during training, we
believe that filters should train their bases along with their
coefficients. A FB F is dynamic, can be shared for any
number of K × K filters, and is optimized jointly with its
FB coefficients λ. By fitting an interspace to sparse filters

Unstructured pruning is well suited to reduce the memory footprint of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), both
at training and inference time. CNNs contain parameters
arranged in K × K filters. Standard unstructured pruning
(SP) reduces the memory footprint of CNNs by setting filter
elements to zero, thereby specifying a fixed subspace that
constrains the filter. Especially if pruning is applied before
or during training, this induces a strong bias. To overcome
this, we introduce interspace pruning (IP), a general tool to
improve existing pruning methods. It uses filters represented
in a dynamic interspace by linear combinations of an underlying adaptive filter basis (FB). For IP, FB coefficients are
set to zero while un-pruned coefficients and FBs are trained
jointly. In this work, we provide mathematical evidence for
IP’s superior performance and demonstrate that IP outperforms SP on all tested state-of-the-art unstructured pruning
methods. Especially in challenging situations, like pruning
for ImageNet or pruning to high sparsity, IP greatly exceeds
SP with equal runtime and parameter costs. Finally, we
show that advances of IP are due to improved trainability
and superior generalization ability.

1. Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown state-of-theart (SOTA) performance in many artificial intelligence applications [60, 63, 83, 89, 92]. In order to solve these tasks,
large models with up to billions of parameters are required.
However, training, transferring, storing and evaluating such
large models is costly [70,74]. Pruning [23,26,28,36,40,57]
sets parts of the network’s weights to zero. This reduces the
model’s complexity and memory requirements, speeds up
inference [6] and may lead to an improved generalization
ability [4, 30, 40]. In recent years, training sparse models became of interest, providing the benefits of reduced memory
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Figure 1. (a) Overview of SP and IP. Contrarily to SP (b), IP (c) produces spatially dense filters after training sparse networks. As for SP,
sparsity in the interspace can be used to reduce memory requirements and, by the linearity of convolutions, also computational costs.

during training, we overcome the lack of prior knowledge
for a basis that is well suited to describe filters with few
non-zero coefficients. If a filter is pruned to a single FB
coefficient, h = λn · g (n) , it is not restricted since g (n) can
change. Thus, pruning interspace coefficients of dynamic
FBs keeps the CNN flexible and is called interspace pruning
(IP). A 1-sparse filter h = hin ,jn · e(n) directly predefines
h to stay on the fixed subspace span{e(n) }. Pruning spatial
coefficients w.r.t. the standard basis B is called standard
pruning (SP).
During training sparse CNNs, the problem of vanishing
gradients due to spatial sparsity often occurs [76, 82, 85].
In contrast, IP pruned networks are able to learn spatially
dense FBs during training, even when using sparse interspace
coefficients, see Fig. 1. Therefore, IP leads to an improved
information flow and better trainable models.
Although IP yields dense spatial representations, the linearity of convolutions can be used to reduce the number of
computations for CNNs with sparse interspace coefficients.
Compared to SP, IP only increases the number of required
computations by a small, constant count. However, as IP
provides superior sparse models, IP generates CNNs with
faster inference speed than SP while matching the dense
performance. Further, the dynamic achieved by interspace
representations is cheap in terms of memory. A FB F has
K 4 parameters as it contains K 2 filters of size K × K. A
single FB can be shared for all K × K filters in a CNN. Also,
more than one FB can be used with just a small increase in
memory requirements. For cost reasons, we do not use more
FBs than the number of layers in a CNN in our experiments,
resulting in all FBs creating an overhead of at most 0.01% of
the dense network’s parameters. Despite adding only few additional costs compared to using spatial weights, interspace
representations significantly improve results for sparse and
dense training.
Our core contributions are:
• Representing and training convolutional filters in the
interspace, a linear space spanned by a trainable FB.
The FB is optimized jointly with the FB coefficients.

• Formulating the concept of pruning for filters with interspace representation as general method to improve
performance of CNNs with sparse coefficients.
• Theoretical proof of IP’s improvements in Thm. 1.
• Experiments showing that IP exceeds SP for equal runtime and memory costs on SOTA sparse training methods and pruning methods which are applied during
training or on pre-trained models. We demonstrate that
IP’s superiority is achieved by improved trainability,
and at lower sparsity also due to better generalization.

2. Broader Impact
Pruning can lower costs for training, storing and evaluating DNNs. We are not aware of any negative outcome
directly induced by this work. Nevertheless, as tool to improve pruning, and therefore to reduce costs for CNNs, IP
could be used for any CNN based application with negative
ethical or societal impact. As authors, we distance ourselves
from such applications and the use of our method therein.
As we show in the paper, IP improves unstructured pruning in general and is not restricted to a special scenario. We
see IP as a tool which is applied in combination with SOTA
SP techniques to lower costs further. Consequently, our work
is to the advantage of everyone using pruning and, by the
improved generalization ability obtained by training with
interspace representations, deep learning in general.

3. Related work
Related work covers general pruning and pruning before
training and DST. Training a sparse model allows to learn
non-zero FB coefficients and FBs jointly from scratch. Such
methods naturally benefit most from interspace representations and our experiments thus place a strong focus on
them.
General pruning. Pruning is divided in structured and
unstructured pruning. Structured pruning removes coarse
structures of the network, like channels or neurons [3, 33,
2

4. Filter bases and interspace pruning

44, 77, 84, 91]. This yields lean architectures and thus reduces computation time. A more fine-grained approach is
unstructured pruning where single, spatial weights are zeroed [18, 21, 26, 37, 40, 41, 55]. Unstructured pruning leads
to better performance than structured pruning [42, 54] but
requires soft- and hardware that supports sparse tensor computations to actually reduce runtime [27, 59]. Also, storing
sparse parameters in formats such as the compressed sparse
row format [78] creates additional overhead. This can lead
to non-linear dependencies between the sparsity and actual
memory/runtime costs, see also Appendix Secs. C and D.4.

Inspired by sparse dictionary learning (SDL) (Sec. 4.1)
we introduce interspace representations of convolutional filters and propose computations of resulting FB convolutions
in Sec. 4.2. Further, Sec. 4.3 discusses FB sharing and the
initialization of FBs and their coefficients. Finally, interspace
pruning is formally defined in Sec. 4.4.

4.1. Inspiration from sparse dictionary learning
Sparse dictionary learning [2, 16, 52] optimizes a dictionary F ∈ Rm×m jointly with coefficients R ∈ Rm×n to
approximate a target U ∈ Rm×n by using only s non-zero
coefficients. Setting the pruning mask supp R := {(i, j) :
Ri,j ̸= 0}, this defines a non-convex optimization problem

Pruning can be applied at any time in training. The historically first approaches [29,36,37,40,57] use trained networks
and many prune and fine-tune cycles. Criteria are often
based on expensive computations of the Hessian w.r.t. the
loss function. Likewise, magnitudes of trained coefficients
can be used as iterative pruning criterion [21, 28, 42]. By
adding sparsity forcing regularizations to the loss, pruning
can be integrated dynamically into training [7, 48, 88].

  \inf _{\Fb , R}\Vert U - \Fb \cdot R \Vert _F \;\; \text {s.t.} \; \Vert R \Vert _0 := \# \supp R \leq s \label {eq:spd_fb}\;. 

(1)

Usually, SDL allows F ∈ Rm×M with arbitrary M . Since
FBs are bases, we restrict F to be quadratic. In our context,
U corresponds to all flattened filters of a convolutional layer,
the dictionary F to the layer’s flattened FB F and R to the
FB coefficients. For a layer h ∈ Rcout ×cin ×K×K with an
2
associated FB F = {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) } ⊂ RK×K , we have
m = K 2 and n = cout · cin . Standard magnitude pruning is
a special case of SDL where F is fixed to form the standard
basis F = idRm . Accordingly,

Closest to our work are pruning coefficients in the frequency [47] and the Winograd domain [46]. Contrarily,
we do not bind representations to a fixed basis but let the
network learn its FBs self-reliantly. Moreover, IP is not a
pruning method by itself, but is added on top of existing
ones to boost them. Also to mention is [43], a low rank
approximation of CNNs. A dense, pre-trained network is
approximated by learning undercomplete dictionaries for 3D
filters. We, on the contrary, represent 2D filters h ∈ RK×K ,
prune the network instead of using low rank approximations
and learn FBs jointly with the coefficients in one training.

  \min _{\bar {R} } \Vert U - {\bar {R}} \Vert _F \;\; \text {s.t.} \; \Vert \bar {R} \Vert _0 \leq s \label {eq:spd_standard} 

(2)

is minimized for magnitude pruning. Since we train sparse,
randomly initialized CNNs, our overall goal is not to mimic
a given dense CNN, but to train the sparse network to generalize well. We consequently use Eqs. (1) and (2) only to
find a decent subset of coefficients to be pruned. In contrast
to SDL, deep learning methods are used to further optimize
the un-pruned coefficients and additionally the FBs in the
case of IP. In our experimental evaluation, we also test other
methods than magnitude pruning, i.e. Eqs. (1) and (2). Still,
Eqs. (1) and (2) measure the ability of a sparse layer to function as well as a dense layer and thus are good indicators for
the general performance of IP and SP, respectively.
Most SDL algorithms [2, 16, 52] optimize F and R alternatingly. Whereas, SP-PaI fixes the basis as idRm and
the pruning mask supp R̄ too. This simplifies the task, but
reduces the solution space. IP overcomes the small, fixed
solution space by adapting the basis during training. For
IP-PaI, the pruning mask supp R is determined heuristically
and also fixed which still leads to sub-optimal architectures.
As shown in this work, using expensive pre-training to find
a better pruning mask via LTs or adapting supp R during
training via DST further improves IP’s performance.
Theorem 1 shows that a dynamic F leads to better approximations than using the standard basis. Consequently,

Pruning before training and dynamic sparse training.
In [18], an iterative procedure is proposed which consists of
training un-pruned weights to convergence, applying magnitude pruning with a small pruning rate to the trained weights
and resetting the non-zero weights to their initial value. Finally, this leads to sparse, randomly initialized networks
which are well trainable – so called lottery tickets. For SOTA
CNNs, resetting un-pruned weights not to the initialization
but a value from an early iteration improves performance
significantly [19, 68]. By applying other criteria, like information flow in the sparse network [62,76,82,86] or influence
of non-zero weights on changing the loss [12, 41, 81, 86],
pruning can be successfully applied at initialization without pre-training the network. GraSP [82], SNIP [41] and
SynFlow [76] are SOTA for PaI [20]. Dynamic sparse training [13, 17, 45, 55] adjusts pruning masks during training to
ensure sparse networks while adapting the architecture to
different conditions. SET [55] frequently prunes the network
based on magnitudes and activates as many un-trained parameters randomly. RigL [17] improves this by recovering
those weights with the biggest gradient magnitude.
3
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2D convolution h describing this layer consists of cout · cin
K × K filters h(α,β) ∈ RK×K , i.e. h = (h(α,β) )α,β ∈
Rcout ×cin ×K×K . Inspired by the discussion in Sec. 4.1,
we now represent all h(α,β) in the interspace spanned by
2
the layer’s FB F = {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) } ⊂ RK×K . The FB
2
(α,β)
coefficients λ = (λn )α,β,n ∈ Rcout ×cin ×K define the
interspace representation of h(α,β) , given by
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Figure 2. VGG16 on CIFAR-10: (a) Random SP-PaI and random
IP-PaI. (b) Coarse, medium and fine FB sharing for IP-SET.

  \hab = \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} \labn \cdot \g {n} \label {eq:fb_representation}\;. 

This is a basis transformation of the spatial representation

the FBs’ adaptivity improves performance after pruning and
Thm. 1 is a theoretical motivation for IP.
Assume a convolutional layer with cout output and cin
input channels, kernel size K × K and s = (1 − p) · cout ·
cin · K 2 un-pruned coefficients. For m = K 2 ≥ 9, the δ in
Eq. (3) is numerically equal to zero if n = cout · cin ≥ 100
and 0 < s < cout · cin · K 2 . Thus, for each non-trivial
sparsity, the adaptivity of the FB improves results. This even
holds if the pruning mask for Eq. (1) is fixed to be the one
of the minimizer of Eq. (2), i.e. starting with an arbitrary
pruned network and adding an adaptive FB always improves
results. The proof of Thm. 1 is shown in Appendix Sec. J.
It uses the fact that Eq. (1) is smaller or equal to Eq. (2).
Equality is only possible if Eq. (2) has a solution such that
each K × K filter is either fully pruned or dense. This is
almost impossible for big layers and a non trivial sparsity. If
supp R is further not fixed for Eq. (1), (F, R) can be chosen
such that Eq. (1) is always strictly smaller than Eq. (2).

  \hab = \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} \habin \cdot \en \;, \; e^{(n)}_{i,j} = \delta _{i,i_n}\cdot \delta _{j,j_n} \label {eq:spatial_representation} \;. 

(5)

Normally, h(α,β) is defined in spatial representation. Thus,
spatial coefficients are stored in h(α,β) ∈ RK×K . Whereas,
2
FB coefficients are specified by vectors λ(α,β) ∈ RK . By
(α)
linearity, a 2D FB convolution (Y )α = Y = h ⋆ X
with input feature map X = (X (β) )β ∈ Rcin ×h×w can be
computed for each output channel α ∈ {1, . . . , cout } as
  Y^{(\a )} = \sum _{\b =1}^{\ci } \hab \star X^{(\b )} \stackrel {\eqref {eq:fb_representation}}{=} \sum _{\b =1}^{\ci } \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} \labn (\g {n} \star X^{(\b )} )\;. \label {eq:fb_conv2d} 
(6)
Gradients of the loss L are needed to train the FB coefficients
λ and the FB F. Backpropagation formulas for them are
derived in Appendix Sec. D.2. It holds for all n, α, β

Theorem 1. Let 0 < s < m · n, m > 1 and Ui,j ∼ N (0, 1)
i.i.d. Let ε(1) be the infimum of Eq. (1), and ε(2) the minimum
of Eq. (2) solved by R̄∗ . Then, ε(1) < ε(2) with P = 1. If
supp R is fixed for Eq. (1) to be supp R̄∗ , ε(1) ≤ ε(2) is true
and strict inequality holds with P ≥ 1 − δ, where
 \label {eq:delta} \delta = \begin {cases} \nicefrac {\binom {n}{\frac {s}{m}}}{\binom {m\cdot n}{s}} \, & \text {if} \, s \equiv 0 (\modulo m)\\ 0 \, & \text {else} \end {cases}\;. 

(4)

  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \labn } = \left \langle \gn , \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \hab } \right \rangle , \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \gn } = \sum _{\a , \b } \labn \frac {\partial \loss }{\hab }\,. \label {eq:backprop} 
(7)

4.3. Filter basis sharing and initialization
For kernel size 1 × 1, the FB formulation is, up to a
rescaling, equivalent to the spatial representation. Thus, we
assume a CNN with Lc convolutional layers with K > 1
to be given and do not apply the FB formulation to 1 × 1
convolutions. In this work, we test three versions of FB
sharing. Our FB sharing schemes differ in their granularity.
The coarse scheme shares one global FB F for all layers
l = 1, . . . , Lc . Whereas, the fine scheme shares a FB F (l)
for each layer l, thus it uses Lc FBs. In between lies the
medium scheme with 5 FBs in total. For ResNets [32], one
FB is shared for each of the 5 convolutional blocks. For
VGG16 [72], convolutional layers {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6, 7},
{8, 9, 10} and {11, 12, 13} share one FB each. The number of FBs increases from fine to coarse. The total
number of FBs in the network, J, satisfies J ≤ Lc . Consequently, the number of parameters in all FBs in the network
is bounded from above by Lc · K 4 . Note for the CNNs used

(3)

Figure 2(a) compares SP and IP for random PaI for a
VGG16 [72] trained on CIFAR-10 [38]. IP improves results
tremendously compared to SP. This experimentally shows
that sparse training performs better when coefficients of
adaptive FBs are pruned than if spatial weights are pruned.
This holds even though fixed pruning masks are used.

4.2. Interspace representation and convolutions
For a convolutional layer, let cout denote its number of
output channels, cin its number of input channels and K ×
K its kernel size. To simplify formulas, we restrict the
formulation to 2D convolutions with quadratic kernel, no
padding, 1 × 1 stride and dilation. Generalizing the FB
formulations to arbitrary convolutions is straightforward. A
4

in this work, Lc · K 4 is at most 0.01% of all parameters in
the model. Thus, the additional parameter costs for IP with
our proposed sharing schemes are neglectable.
The dimension of the space spanned by each layer does
not change for different FB sharing schemes and is equal
to using spatial representations. However, coarse sharing
correlates all layers in the network by using and updating the
same interspace. For fine sharing, each layer has its own
interspace which is adapted more fine-grained. For spatial
representations, the basis B is fixed, not updated and does
not induce correlations between weights. We found different
sharing schemes to work best for varying training/model/
dataset combinations. Figure 2(b) shows our FB sharing
schemes for different pruning rates. Coarse sharing works
best for higher numbers of trained parameters. By correlating all layers through a global FB, we assume it to have
a regularizing effect on training, see also Sec. 5.4. Fine
sharing makes the network more flexible. Thus, results are
the best ones for high pruning rates where the network is
not able to overfit on the training data anymore. In between,
medium sharing reaches the best results by combining the
best of both worlds.
In this work, we use a simple initialization for FBs and
FB coefficients. We initialize each FB as B and the FB
coefficients with a kaiming normal initialization [31].
This scheme is equivalent to the kaiming normal initialization for standard CNNs – which is also used for dense
baselines and SP experiments. In Appendix Sec. G, we
propose further initialization schemes for the interspace.

Algorithm 1 FB 2D Convolution with IP
1: instance variables
\triangleright  of IP FB 2DConv
2
2:
filter basis: {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) } ⊂ RK×K
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

2

n

11:

out
return Y = (Y (α) )cα=1

comparison between IP and SP, we normalize the number of
non-zero parameters with the total count of coefficients in the
standard dense network, i.e. the dense network without FBs.
The number of bias and batch normalization parameters is
tiny compared to convolutional and fully connected layers.
Also, all parameters of FBs together are at most 0.01% of D
in our experiments. Consequently, we only prune weights of
fully connected layers as well as spatial- and FB coefficients
of convolutional layers. FBs, bias and batch normalization
parameters are all trained.
Computational cost comparison. As discussed, parameter costs for IP with our FB sharing schemes are only negligibly bigger than for SP. By the linearity of convolutions,
the sparsity of filters in the interspace can be used to reduce
computational costs, see Eq. (8). In Appendix Sec. D, computational costs are calculated and compared for IP and SP.
Costs are measured by the number of theoretically required
floating point operations (FLOPs) for a convolutional layer
and are independent of the used FB sharing scheme. IP’s
overhead is composed of additional costs in the forward and
backward pass. For inference, only the additional cost of the
forward pass counts. Both, SP and IP, need specialized softand hardware that supports sparse computations to actually
reduce runtime.
Assume a layer with kernel size K × K, cin input and
cout output channels. In the forward pass, SP has 1 − p
times the FLOPs cost of the dense layer. Due to l. 7-8 in
2
Alg. 1, IP has a constant overhead K /cout . In total, IP has
2
K
1 − p + /cout times the FLOPs cost of the dense layer.
In the backward
pass, the number of FLOPs for IP is in

O cost ∂L
, i.e. comparable to the cost of computing the
∂h
dense gradient of layer h in spatial representation.
As discussed, IP needs more computations for inference
than SP for equal sparsity. However, since IP finds superior
sparse models, IP actually achieves a higher speed up in real
time measurements than SP while reaching similar or even
better performance, as will be shown Fig. 5(a).

4.4. Interspace pruning and cost comparison
SP is modeled by superimposing pruning masks µ̄(α,β) ∈
{0, 1}K×K over filters h(α,β) ∈ RK×K . This results in
sparse filters h(α,β) ⊙ µ̄(α,β) , with the Hadamard product
⊙. Filters represented in the interspace have coefficients
2
λ(α,β) ∈ RK w.r.t. a FB F. Thus, interspace pruning is
defined by masking FB coefficients with pruning masks
2
µ(α,β) ∈ {0, 1}K via λ(α,β) ⊙ µ(α,β) . Combined with
Eq. (6), IP yields sparse computations of convolutions:
 \label {eq:sparsity_ip} Y^{(\a )} = \sum _{\b =1}^{\ci } \sum _{n \in \supp \muab } \labn \cdot \left ( \gn \star X^{(\b )} \right ) \;. 

(α,β)

fb coefficients: (λn )α,β,n ∈ Rcout ×cin ×K
2
(α,β)
pruning mask: (µn )α,β,n ∈ {0, 1}cout ×cin ×K
conv args \triangleright  e.g. stride, padding, groups, . . .
def FORWARD PASS(X)
\triangleright  input X ∈ Rcin ×h×w
for all β ∈ {1, . . . , cin }, n ∈ {1, . . . , K 2 } do
(β)
Zn = Conv2D(g (n) , X (β) , conv args)
for all α ∈ {1, . . . , cout } do
P
(α,β)
(β)
Y (α) = {(β,n):µ(α,β) =1} λn
· Zn

(8)

The pruning rate p for SP (pSP ) and IP (pIP ) is defined as
  p_{SP} = 1 - \frac {\Vert \Lambda \Vert _0}{D} \;, \; p_{IP} = 1 - \frac {\Vert \Lambda \Vert _0 + \sum _{j=1}^{J} \Vert \F ^{(j)} \Vert _0}{D} \label {eq:fb_pruning_rate}\;. 
(9)
For SP, Λ ∈ RD denotes the network’s parameters, whereas
Λ ∈ RD contains all parameters except the FBs themselves
in the IP setting. Thus, Λ has exactly the same number of
elements for IP and SP. The pruning rates Eq. (9) are the
fractions of parameters being equal to zero. To have a fair
5
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Pruning methods. Algorithm 1 describes sparse FB 2D
convolutions with IP in pseudo code. Since automatic differentiation is standard in modern deep learning frameworks,
backpropagation formulas for FB convolutions are computed
automatically and are not included in Alg. 1. The FB in
Alg. 1 might be shared over several layers, see Sec. 4.3. Our
experiments in Sec. 5 compare SP and IP on various sparse
training and other pruning methods, namely:
DST randomly prunes the model at initialization. During
training, unimportant coefficients are pruned based on their
magnitude. In each layer, the same number of parameters is
regrown by activating their gradients. SET regrows coefficients randomly whereas RigL regrows those with high gradient magnitude. The pruning mask is updated each 1, 500
iterations for SET and 4, 000 for RigL. A cosine schedule is
used to reduce the number of pruned/regrown coefficients.
LT pre-trains the network for t0 = 500 steps. Then, the
network is trained to convergence. Now, 20% of the nonzero coefficients are pruned based on their magnitude. The
un-pruned part of the CNN is reset to its value at t0 . The
whole procedure is applied k times in total until the desired
pruning rate p = 1 − 0.8k is reached. Ultimately, the final
sparse network is trained, starting at t0 .
PaI prunes the model at initialization without pre-training
or changing the pruning mask during training. Random PaI
prunes weights i.i.d. with probability p. SNIP trains coefficients which have high influence on changing the loss L
when training starts. GraSP finds coefficients which improve
the gradient flow at the beginning of training most. SynFlow
keeps coefficients with high information throughput which
is measured by their influence on the total path norm of the
sparse network.
Gradual Magnitude Pruning (GMP) [21] starts training with dense coefficients. During training, the CNN is
gradually sparsified based on the coefficients’ magnitudes.
Pruned parameters are fixed at zero, thus never regrow.
Fine-Tuning (FT) [68] uses a pre-trained network. The
p · D coefficients with smallest magnitude are pruned. The
pre-trained coefficients of the sparse CNN are fine-tuned
with the learning rate schedule of the dense training.
All these methods were developed for SP. Yet, in our
experiments they are applied unchanged to the interspace
setting. For more details see Appendix Secs. F and G.
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Figure 3. Comparing SP and IP for PaI methods, SNIP, GraSP and
SynFlow together with random PaI for CIFAR-10 and ImageNet.

IP compared to SP is shown and discussed in Sec. 5.4.

5.1. Experimental setup
We compare IP and SP for a VGG16 [72] on CIFAR-10
[38] and ResNets 18 and 50 [32] on ImageNet ILSVRC2012
[69]. Models are trained with cross entropy loss. We report
mean and std of five runs for CIFAR-10 and three for ImageNet. Weight decay is applied on coefficients but not on
FBs. Coefficients of 3 × 3 filters and their FBs are trained
jointly, whereas fixed FBs F = B are used for 1 × 1 filters.
For ResNet18 we fix the FB F = B for the 7 × 7 convolution whereas the 7 × 7 FB is trained for ResNet50. We use
medium FB sharing for CIFAR-10 experiments, fine for
ResNet50 and coarse sharing for all 3 × 3 convolutions
for the ResNet18 on ImageNet. For SP and dense baselines,
standard CNNs are used. As common in the literature, we
report ImageNet results on the validation set. Note, we use
training schedules intended for the corresponding SP method
for both, SP and IP. In particular, FBs are trained without
optimized hyperparameters. Thus, they use the same learning rate as all parameters. More details on hyperparameters,
evaluation and used CNN architectures are given in Secs. H
and I in the Appendix.

5. Experiments and discussion
Section 5.1 covers the experimental setup. Next, Sec. 5.2
compares the three SOTA PaI methods [41, 76, 82] for IP
and SP. In Sec. 5.3, we discuss IP and SP for more sophisticated sparse training methods, namely LTs [19] and the DST
methods SET [55] and RigL [17]. Furthermore, we show
that IP also improves SP on classical pruning methods applied during training, GMP [21], and on pre-trained models,
FT [68]. Improved trainability and generalization ability of
6
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5.2. Pruning at initialization methods
Method

Figure 3 compares SP and IP for PaI methods SNIP [41],
GraSP [82] and SynFlow [76] together with random PaI for
a VGG16 on CIFAR-10 and a ResNet18 on ImageNet.
The experiments show that pruning FB coefficients instead of spatial parameters leads to significant improvements
in top-1 test accuracy while having the same memory costs.
This holds true for all PaI methods, pruning rates and for high
p in particular. In comparison to CIFAR-10, IP improves
results on ImageNet even more. However, the three methods
SNIP, GraSP and SynFlow are all outperformed by random
PaI for ResNet18 on ImageNet. This demonstrates that these
methods perform well for smaller datasets but show inferior
results for small networks on big scale datasets like ImageNet. Still, as discussed earlier, the use of IP significantly
improves all PaI methods, including random PaI. Section 5.3
shows that IP benefits from a stronger underlying pruning
method to improve results further.
Despite optimizing FBs in addition to FB coefficients,
IP does not induce instability compared to SP, see Fig. 5(b)
and standard deviations in Fig. 3. In Appendix Sec. D.3, we
∂L
show that the upper bounds for the gradient norms of FBs ∂F
∂L
and FB coefficients ∂L
∂λ are both determined by ∥ ∂h ∥. This
boundedness of the gradients leads to stable convergence for
both, F and λ, while the convergence behavior of λ and the
standard coefficients h is similar, see Fig. 5(b).

Top-1 Accuracy for ResNet50 on ImageNet
p = 0.0
p = 0.8
p = 0.9

SP-FT
IP-FT

77.15 ± 0.04
77.30 ± 0.04

77.02 ± 0.03
77.18 ± 0.01

75.67 ± 0.09
75.89 ± 0.09

SP-GMP
IP-GMP

76.64 ± 0.06
77.16 ± 0.04

75.37 ± 0.01
75.71 ± 0.05

73.57 ± 0.06
74.20 ± 0.07

SP-RigL
IP-RigL

77.15 ± 0.04
77.30 ± 0.04

75.75 ± 0.10
76.03 ± 0.08

73.88 ± 0.06
74.32 ± 0.11

Table 1. ResNet50 trained on ImageNet for 100 epochs.

of its parameters and outperforms it for all p ≤ 0.98. Comparable results hold for SET. IP-SET improves the dense
baseline for p ≤ 0.9, whereas SP-SET only matches it.
Similar to PaI, IP-SET greatly exceeds SP-SET for high p.
Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 shows that spending more effort
in finding the sparse architecture (LT) or adapting it during
training (SET) improves performance compared to PaI for
both, SP and IP.
ResNet50 on ImageNet. Table 1 compares IP and SP
on the SOTA pruning methods RigL [17], GMP [21] and
FT [68]. As shown, IP outperforms all underlying SP methods for a ResNet50 on ImageNet. Results are significantly
improved with interspace representations even though more
than 50% of the coefficients of a ResNet50 are 1 × 1 convolutions which are equivalent for IP and SP. For example,
IP-FT has similar performance as a standard dense model
while training only 20% of its parameters. Note, using FBs
does not only boost training sparse CNNs but dense training
too, which will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 5.4.

5.3. DST, LTs and classical pruning methods
For SP, more expensive or sophisticated methods like
LT and DST improve sparse training results compared to
PaI. We want to analyze whether this also applies to the
IP setting. Furthermore, we want to check if IP boosts the
SOTA methods LT and RigL as well. Finally, we benchmark
IP and SP on various SOTA unstructured pruning methods
for a ResNet50 on ImageNet.

Computational costs. Up to now, IP and SP were compared for equal memory costs. As analyzed in Sec. 4.4,
IP has a small computational overhead compared to SP for
equal sparsity. In applications, the actual runtime is more
important than the theoretically required FLOPs. Thus, we
compare the performance of IP and SP w.r.t. the actual acceleration on a CPU achieved by using sparse representations.
Details on the implementation are provided in the Appendix
Sec. D.4. IP indeed has a longer runtime for equal spar-

DST and LT on CIFAR-10. IP improves DST and LTs
significantly, see Figs. 4(a) and (b). For all p, IP-LT surpasses SP-LT. IP needs to train 3.7 times less parameters
(p = 0.977) than SP to reach SP’s best result for p = 0.914.
IP-LT matches the dense baseline while training only 1.4%
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Method

VGG16 on CIFAR-10
p = 0.85
p = 0.99
Train
Test
Train
Test

SP-SET
IP-SET

99.85
99.89

93.45
93.63

94.20
96.89

89.36
90.92

SP-SNIP
IP-SNIP

99.94
99.96

93.18
93.34

93.96
98.38

87.75
90.79

SP-RigL
IP-RigL

ResNet50 on ImageNet
p = 0.8
p = 0.9
74.64
75.75
71.30
73.88
75.39 76.03 72.08 74.32

Method

0.0

Pruning rate p
0.35
0.6

0.85

SNIP

SP
IP-coarse
IP-medium
IP-fine

93.4 ± 0.1
93.9 ± 0.2
93.9 ± 0.2
93.7 ± 0.1

93.4 ± 0.1
93.7 ± 0.2
93.6 ± 0.2
93.3 ± 0.2

SP
IP-coarse
IP-medium
IP-fine

93.4 ± 0.1
93.9 ± 0.1
93.9 ± 0.1
93.7 ± 0.1

93.5 ± 0.2
93.9 ± 0.2
93.7 ± 0.2
93.6 ± 0.2

93.3 ± 0.2
93.8 ± 0.1
93.7 ± 0.2
93.3 ± 0.2

93.2 ± 0.2
93.5 ± 0.0
93.3 ± 0.2
93.2 ± 0.1

93.3 ± 0.2
93.8 ± 0.1
93.8 ± 0.1
93.6 ± 0.2

93.5 ± 0.2
93.7 ± 0.2
93.6 ± 0.2
93.6 ± 0.2

SET

Table 2. Generalization gaps for various pruning methods.

Table 3. Varying FB sharing schemes for lower pruning rates p.

sity due to the mentioned extra computations. However, by
boosting performance of sparse models, IP reaches similar
results than dense training with 5.2 times speed up and better
results than SP for equal runtime, see Fig. 5(a).

has comparable results to SP. Consequently, interspace representations can also be used to regularize dense training even
for ResNet50 on ImageNet, see Tab. 1. After training, dense
interspace representations can be converted to standard ones
to reduce computational costs for inference. By optimizing
weight decay and initialization schemes, IP’s performance
can be increased even further, as shown in Appendix Sec. B.

5.4. Generalization and trainability
We consider generalization as the ability to correctly classify unseen data [50]. In this context a major aspect is the
relationship between performance on the train and test set.
Ideally, the performance on the train set should be optimal
and a strong indicator for the performance on the test set.
The generalization gap is the difference between train and
test accuracy. Generalization can be improved by regularizations [8, 34, 39, 73, 90], enabling the model to use geometrical prior knowledge about the scene [10, 11, 35, 65, 66],
shifting the model back to an area where it generalizes
well [49,51,67,71] but also by pruning the network [4,30,40].
Table 2 shows training and test accuracy for the IP- and
SP versions of SET and SNIP for a VGG16 on CIFAR-10
as well as RigL for a ResNet50 on ImageNet. IP pruned
networks train better than SP pruned ones for all p. Note,
the used ImageNet training is highly regularized. Thus, the
test accuracy is higher than the train accuracy. For ImageNet
and p = 0.99 on CIFAR-10, IP has a bigger generalization
gap than SP. This is due to a much better training accuracy
for IP, which in the end leads to an improved test accuracy.
However, IP has a smaller generalization gap than SP for
p = 0.85 on CIFAR-10 where the model overfits.
Table 3 further shows that IP can generally improve results for pruning rates where training overfits. Note, p = 0
is dense training and SP for p = 0 is standard dense training.
Improved performance in the dense setting can not be explained by IP’s superior expressiveness (Thm. 1) since IP and
SP can represent the same if all parameters are un-pruned.
We hypothesize that correlating filters in a CNN via FB sharing regularizes training, thereby improving generalization.
One indicator of this is the fact that correlating all filters via
coarse sharing shows the best results while fine sharing

6. Conclusions and directions for future work
IP significantly improves results compared to pruning
spatial coefficients. We demonstrate this by achieving SOTA
results with the application of IP to SOTA standard PaI, LT,
DST as well as classical pruning methods.
Theorem 1 proofs that IP leads to better sparse approximations than SP. Especially, IP generates models with higher
sparsity and equal performance than SP. Also, FB representations combined with FB sharing improve generalization
of overfitting CNNs, even for dense training. This comes
with the prize of a small computational overhead for inference and additional gradient computations during training.
Nevertheless, we show that sparse interspace representations
accelerate dense baselines more than SP while keeping or
even improving the baseline’s performance.
We believe that IP can be enhanced by adapting more
advanced strategies of SDL to the joint training of F and λ.
Adapting IP to structured pruning is an option to maintain
the network’s accuracy while reducing inference time for
arbitrary soft- and hardware. Combining IP with low rank
tensor approximations lowers computational costs as well
and is discussed in Appendix Secs. B and D. The interspace
representation is an adaptive basis transformation of a finite
dimensional vector space. Therefore, FBs F are not limited
to represent convolutional filters but can express arbitrary
vectors, like columns or small blocks of a matrix. This
makes the concept of IP available for MLPs or self-attention
modules.
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Top-1 Test Accuracy

A. Structure of the Appendix
The Appendix is divided into the following Sections:
A Describes the structural organization of the Appendix.
B Contains ablation studies for IP methods which are not
shown in the main body of the text.
C Discussion about storing unstructured sparse networks.
D Gives detailed information about the computations of
FB-CNNs including backpropagation formulas. Especially, a comparison between the number of FLOPs
required to evaluate and train a convolutional layer in
the spatial and interspace representation is drawn. Finally, details on the real time measurements of sparse
speed ups are given.
E Computes transformation rules between the spatial and
interspace coefficients, their gradients and Hessian matrices.
F Here, the computations of the pruning scores used for
experiments in the main body of the text are proposed.
G Shows three different Algorithms to initialize FBCNNs, including the standard initialization scheme
used in the main body of the text. Further, details of
implementations of the pruning methods are proposed.
H Describes used training setups, hyperparameters,
datasets and evaluation procedure for experiments in
the main body of the text.
I Presents network architectures, used in the experimental evaluation.
J Concludes the Appendix with a mathematical proof of
Thm. 1.
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Figure A1. Both: IP-SNIP for a VGG16 trained on CIFAR-10. (a)
Standard, random ONB and random initialization are compared.
(b) Weight decay applied [✓] / not applied [✕] on FBs and FB
coefficients.

at the beginning of training. Using non-orthonormal FBs
leads to worse results than ONBs for lower pruning rates.
Elements of a random basis are likely to be more similar
to each other than those of ONBs. This redundancy worsens performance for lower pruning rates, but significantly
improves results for higher sparsity.

B.2. Top-5 accuracy for PaI on ImageNet
Figures A2(a), (b) and (c) show the top-5 test accuracies
for the PaI ImageNet experiment with a ResNet18. Using IP
instead of SP again improves results significantly as already
shown and discussed for top-1 test accuracies in Figs 3(b),
(d) and (f) and Sec. 5.2, respectively. Similar to the top-1
accuracy, random PaI reaches better top-5 results than SNIP,
GraSP and SynFlow.

B.3. Impact of weight decay
Weight decay (WD) [39] reduces the network’s capacity
by shrinking parameters smoothly during training. Due to
the bias-variance trade-off [24], WD can help to increase
the network’s generalization ability. To find the best way
to combine WD and IP, we tested all combinations of WD
turned on/off for FBs and their coefficients. For this purpose,
we used IP-SNIP on VGG16 and CIFAR-10, see Fig. A1(b).
For lower p, not using WD at all yields the worst performance whereas the best results are obtained by applying WD
on both, FBs and FB coefficients. For higher p, applying
WD on the FBs reduces the network’s capacity too much.
On average, using WD on the FB coefficients but not on the
FBs themselves leads to the best results.

B. Additional ablations
B.1. Using different initializations for the interspace
For SP-SNIP, the problem of vanishing gradients occurs,
see Fig. A6(a). Filters which are spatially too sparse induce a
vanishing gradient for high pruning rates. As shown in Fig. 1,
IP leads to less zeros in the spatial representation of filters
than SP after training. But, a pruned CNN has a spatially
sparse topology before training if a standard initialization is
used. This seems not to be the optimal initial situation for
training FBs jointly with their coefficients. To analyze different starting conditions for IP, we initialized the interspace
with standard, random ONB and random initializations. For
details on these different initialization schemes, see Sec. G.
Experimental results can be seen in Fig. A1(a) for a
VGG16 trained on CIFAR-10. For lower pruning rates, starting with B and a random ONB behaves similar. For high
pruning rates, random ONBs are even better suited to be
used. With them, the forward and backward dynamics of a
pruned network are not impaired by spatially sparse filters

B.4. Similarity of filter bases
In Fig. A3, the development of the cos similarity for
the coarse FB F is tracked at training time for different
pruning rates for IP-SNIP with a VGG16 trained on CIFAR10. For F, random initialization is used. The cos similarity
of F is the sum of all absolute values of cos similarities of
i
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all pruning rates. For lower pruning rates, the final similarity
is much smaller than for higher ones. Therefore, we assume
that increasing the FB to more than 9 filters for lower pruning rates might reduce the number of needed FB coefficients,
as there is “enough space” left between the 9 basis filters.
On the other hand, for high pruning rates we should be able
to reduce the elements in the FB, since the basis elements
tend to assimilate, i.e. “do not need the whole space”. Experimental justifications of these assumptions are shown in
Sec. B.6.

Figure A2. Comparison between top-5 test accuracies for SP on
SNIP (a), GraSP (b) and SynFlow (c), and their adapted IP methods
for a ResNet18 on ImageNet.
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As shown in Fig. A4(a), SNIP has the problem of pruning
big layers too much. For the VGG16, convolutional layers
9 and 10 are pruned almost completely. This will lead to a
vanishing gradient, see Fig. A6(a). With IP, the gradient flow
can be increased, but if a layer is pruned completely, even
an adaptive basis can not repair the damage.

Figure A3. The mean cosine similarity of all elements of the
coarse FB for a VGG16 pruned with IP-SNIP and trained on
CIFAR-10 is tracked over training for varying pruning rates.

distinct elements in F, i.e.
  \frac {2}{K^2 \cdot (K^2 - 1)}\sum _{j=1}^{K^2} \sum _{k = j +1}^{K^2} \frac {\vert \langle \g {j}, \g {k} \rangle \vert }{\Vert \g {j} \Vert _2 \cdot \Vert \g {k} \Vert _2} \;. 

SynFlow tends to fully prune 1 × 1 convolutional residual
connections in ResNets. As shown in Fig. A4(b), all three
residual connections are pruned completely. Consequently,
IP- and SP-SynFlow show worse results than IP-/SP-SNIP
and GraSP for ResNets, see for example Fig. 3(f). Both,
SNIP and GraSP prune residual connections even less than
surrounding layers.

(A.1)

It therefore measures how similar two elements in F are
on average. Figure A3 shows that the bases have approximately the same similarity at the beginning of training for
ii

B.6. Generalizing filter bases

Pruning rate

Up to now, we discussed experiments where FBs F
formed bases. But, the spanning system F ⊂ RK×K does
not need to form a basis. The interspace can also be spanned
by an overcomplete F, i.e. #F > K 2 or an undercomplete
F with #F < K 2 . This leads to the more generalized
formulation of filter dictionaries (FDs) which include all
sizes of #F. Of course, a FB defines a FD with #F = K 2
elements which are additionally assumed to be linearly independent.
As discussed in Sec. D, undercomplete FDs can be used
to reduce the number of computations needed for a 2D FB
convolution. However, overcomplete FDs might lead to
representations of filters needing less coefficients, see [9,
14, 80]. It is not clear which elements of a basis B should
be removed to obtain an undercomplete FD, or added for
overcomplete ones. Thus, we initialized all elements of the
FDs randomly in this experiment.
A VGG16 contains 3 × 3 filters, thus a FB has 9 filters. Figure A5(a) shows IP-SNIP for a VGG16 trained
on CIFAR-10. Reported results are those with the best validation accuracy from coarse, medium and fine FD
sharing. Here, p measures the pruning rate for IP with a
FB, i.e. F = 9. For #F ̸= 9, the number of non-zero FD
coefficients is equal to #F = 9. Thus, the representation of
a filter in the interspace spanned by its dictionary is more
sparse if #F > 9 and less sparse if #F < 9 compared to
#F = 9.
More than 9 elements in a FD improve results if coefficients are not too sparse, e.g. #F = 10 for p = 0.85 or
#F = 13 for p = 0.95. Using more sophisticated methods
to determine initial FDs might help to exploit overcomplete
FDs better. Since #F > 9 increases the sparsity of FD
coefficients, the performance for high pruning rates drops
drastically for overcomplete FDs compared to bases.
If undercomplete FDs are used, performance worsens for
lower pruning rates. Here, the capacity of the network is too
low as the interspace is only #F dimensional. Due to only
few non-zero FB coefficients, this is not a limiting factor
for high pruning rates anymore. The reduced dimensionality
of the interspace even increases performance compared to
#F ≥ 9. A reason for this might be the increased information flow induced by a denser structure of the interspace.
The best result for p = 0.995, with test accuracy 88.9%, is
achieved with #F = 5. In comparison, SP-SNIP has 10.0%
test accuracy for the same number of non-zero parameters.

Dense training

53, 256

—

—

0.2
0.35
0.6
0.85
0.995

60, 765
49, 345
30, 446
11, 461
410

114.1
92.7
57.2
21.5
0.8

82.3
67.9
43.0
16.9
0.6

Size in kB

sparse size
dense size

· 100%

Sparse & mask

Table A4. Compression for the PaI method IP-SNIP after training a VGG16 on CIFAR-10. All stored network parameters are
in full precision, i.e. 32bit floating points. Sparse networks are
stored in the CSR format whereas the dense one is stored raw.
Moreover, dense and sparse networks are compressed by using
numpy.savez compressed. Sparse and mask denotes the percentage of the theoretically needed memory if only sparse parameters are stored together with the entropy encoded pruning mask.

to be stored after training but can be recovered with the
used random seed. By always guaranteeing a strong gradient
signal, FreezeNet outperforms SNIP significantly for low
numbers of trained parameters as shown in Fig. A5(b). The
opposite is true if more parameters are trained.
We further compare freezing of spatial coefficients, standard FreezeNet, and freezing interspace coefficients, IPFreezeNet. Using adaptive FBs instead of freezing the spatial
coefficients again significantly improves performance. Thus,
improvements induced by interspace representations are not
limited to pruning but also hold for other dimensionality
reductions like freezing parts of a CNN during training.

C. Storing unstructured sparse networks
Storing sparse parameters in formats such as the compressed sparse row format (CSR) [78] creates additional
overhead. The CSR format stores all non-zero elements of
a matrix together with an array that contains the column indices and an additional array with the number of elements in
each row. Therefore, additional parameters have to be stored
for each non-zero element to determine the corresponding
column- and row index. However, the two additional arrays
do not need to be stored in 32bit full precision, but only as
integers. The CSR format can be used for efficiently computing sparse matrix vector products which we also used for
determining the sparse speed up for IP and SP, see Sec. D.4.
We empirically tested the overhead for real memory costs
of sparse networks stored in the CSR format, see Tab. A4.
Note, IP or SP pruned networks have, up to some insignificant differences, equal memory costs in practice and theory.
Therefore, we report IP pruned networks in Tab. A4. Training 0.5% of all parameters compressed the network to 0.8%
of the dense network’s size for IP-SNIP with a VGG16 [72]
trained on CIFAR-10. Of course, for such a small number
of non-zero elements, the overhead of the CSR format is

B.7. Freezing coefficients
FreezeNet [85] is closely related to pruning before training via SNIP [41]. FreezeNet trains the same parameters as
SNIP but freezes the un-trained coefficients during training
instead of pruning them. By using pseudo random initializations for the network, the frozen coefficients do not have
iii

also quite small. For pruning 85% of the parameters, 21.8%
of the dense memory is needed. As can be seen, additional
index memory for sparse row formats increases with a decreasing pruning rate. Thus, for p ≤ 0.5 CSR will not lead
to good compression results and finally even lead to a higher
memory requirement than storing the network in a dense
format. As shown in Fig. A6(b), using the CSR format for
such low pruning rates does not significantly speed up the
network inference.
Therefore, other formats for storing the sparse network
can be used for lower pruning rates. By storing the pruning
mask via entropy encoding, e.g. [87], at most 1bit is needed
for each mask parameter. To be exact, storing the network’s
pruning mask for a pruning rate p ∈ (0, 1) ideally needs

for FB-CNNs compared to standard CNNs for all pruning
rates. Since the FB formulation can easily be converted to a
standard representation, dense FB-CNNs therefore could be
transformed into standard CNNs after training. If a CNN is
pruned, this transformation is not advisable since it usually
destroys the sparsity of the network.
In the backward pass, similar results hold. Moreover, we
need to compute the gradient of the FB which of course
requires additional resources in the IP setting.
In the following, we will assume the convolutions to have
quadratic K × K kernels as well as no zero padding, stride
1 × 1 and dilation 1 × 1.

D.1. Computations in the forward pass

  1 \geq S = - p \cdot \log _2 p - (1 - p) \cdot \log _2(1-p) \; \text {bits}  (A.2)

D.1.1

for each element in the mask. If the mask is known, only
the non-zero parameters have to be stored in the right order
and in full precision. Thus, storing the sparse network of
total size d with pruning rate p needs, in the ideal case,
d · (S + (1 − p) · 32) bits, compared to d · 32 bits for the dense
network. In total, using entropy encoding for the pruning
mask compresses the sparse network to S/32 + (1 − p) of its
original size. As shown in Tab. A4, storing the pruning mask
together with the non-zero coefficients is cheaper than CSR
for all pruning rates.

Standard convolution.

Let h = (h(α,β) )α,β ∈ Rcout ×cin ×K×K denote a convolutional layer of a CNN. Furthermore, let X = (X (β) )β ∈
Rcin ×h×w be the input feature map of the corresponding
layer. In the following, we determine the number of FLOPs
needed to evaluate this layer. In order to do so, we first
analyze the costs for one cross-correlation ⋆, used in practice
to compute 2D convolutional layer [1, 61], i.e.
  \hab \star X^{(\b )} & = \left ( (\hab \star X^{(\b )})_{i,j} \right )_{i,j} \\ & = \left ( \sum _{m,n=1}^{K} \hab _{m,n} \cdot X^{(\b )}_{m+i,n+j} \right )_{i,j} \in \R ^{d_1 \times d_2} \;, \label {eq:cc_one_standard}

D. Comparing computational costs for convolutions with spatial and interspace representations

(A.4)

For simplicity we will do the analysis with a FB F consisting of K 2 elements in the following. But it is straight
forward to do similar computations with an arbitrary FD F
of size N .A.1 As a results, all computational costs for the
interspace setting are multiplied by a factor N/K 2 to get the
costs for the arbitrary FD case.A.2 This shows that computations for IP are more expensive if an overcomplete FD with
#F > K 2 is used. On the other hand, by reducing the size
of a FD, the computations can be sped up.
In this Section, we determine the number of FLOPs
needed to evaluate a standard 2D convolutional layer and
a FB 2D convolutional layer. We use FLOPs as a measure
since they are easy to determine and replicable in a mathematical framework but can also be measured in real time
applications. A FLOP corresponds to either a multiplication
or a summation.
For the forward pass, we show that the number of required FLOPs is increased by a small, constant amount
A.1 Summing

with d1 := h + 1 − K and d2 := w + 1 − K, the dimensions
of the output. Equation (A.4) shows that the cost for one
cross-correlation is given by 2 · K 2 · d1 · d2 FLOPs. The
output of a 2D convolutional layer is given by

  Y = \left (Y^{(\a )} \right )_\a = \left ( \sum _{\b =1}^{\ci } \hab \star X^{(\b )} \right )_\a \in \R ^{\co \times d_1 \times d_2}\;, 
(A.5)
which finally leads to cout · cin times the costs to compute a
single cross-correlation Eq. (A.4). Therefore, 2 · cout · cin ·
K 2 · d1 · d2 FLOPs are needed in total to compute a standard
2D convolutional layer.

D.1.2

FB convolution.

P (α,β)
Let h = (h(α,β) )α,β = ( n λn
· g (n) )α,β ∈
cout ×cin ×K×K
R
be the interspace representation of h, where
2
the FB is given by F = {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) } ⊂ RK×K . The
2D convolution of this layer with input X ∈ Rcin ×h×w can

K2

from 1 to N instead of
or doing needed computations
N times instead of K 2 times.
A.2 Except the costs for computing ∂L needed to update F which are
∂h
equal for all sizes of F .

iv

∂L
have a closer look at the backward pass. We note that ∂Y
always has the same cost for the standard- and the FB 2D
convolution layer. This holds since X̂ = σ(Y ) for some
∂L
activation function σ and consequently ∂Y
= ∂∂L
⊙ σ ′ (Y ).
X̂

be computed via
  Y = \left (Y^{(\a )} \right )_\a = \left (\sum _{\b =1}^{\ci } \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} \labn \cdot \left (\gn \star X^{(\b )}\right ) \right )_\a \;.\label {eq:cc_fb} 
(A.6)
Using the last equation in Eq. (A.6), we see that g (n) ⋆ X (β)
has to be computed once for each combination of β and
n, i.e. cin · K 2 many times. The costs for computing all
g (n) ⋆ X (β) is therefore given by 2 · cin · K 4 · d1 · d2 FLOPs.
For each combination of α, β and n, g (n) ⋆ X (β) has to
(α,β)
be multiplied by the scalar λn . These are d1 · d2 many
FLOPs for each α, β and n. Summing over β and n yields
another cout · cin · K 2 · d1 · d2 FLOPs in total. Thus, the total
costs for computing a FB 2D convolutional layer is given by
2 · cout · cin · K 2 · d1 · d2 + 2 · cin · K 4 · d1 · d2 FLOPs.
By using FB convolutions, the numbers of needed FLOPs
is therefore slightly increased by 2·cin ·K 4 ·d1 ·d2 . Which is
2
a relative increase of K /cout ·100% compared to the standard
case.
D.1.3

D.2.1

Furthermore, it is known that
  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial X^{(\b )}} = \sum _{\a =1}^{\co } \hab \hat {\star } \frac {\partial \loss }{Y^{(\a )}} 

(A.9)

with a strided convolution ˆ⋆ that corresponds to the forward
pass and which needs 2 · cout · cin · K 2 · h · w FLOPs. By
PK 2 (α,β) (n)
representing h(α,β) =
·g
and using the
n=1 λn
linearity of ˆ⋆, we now get the computational overhead of
2 · cout · K 4 · h · w FLOPs which are the costs for computing
  \gn \hat {\star } \frac {\partial \loss }{Y^{(\a )}} 

(A.10)

for all n ∈ {1, . . . , K 2 } and α ∈ {1, . . . , cout }. This re2
sults in an overhead of K /cin compared to the costs of the
standard, dense network.
In the sparse case, again the FLOP costs for SP are de2
creased by a factor (1−p). Furthermore, the overhead K /cin
(n)
is constant since the g are not pruned. Similar formulas
to Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8) hold also in the backpropagation
case which results in a constant overhead of IP compared to
2
∂L
SP for computing ∂X
equal to K /cin times the costs of the
∂L
dense computation of ∂X .

Pruned networks.

In the following we assume the convolutional layer h ∈
Rcout ×cin ×K×K to be pruned with a pruning rate of p ∈
[0, 1].A.3 We suppose all zero coefficients to be known. Thus,
the corresponding multiplications do not have to be computed in Eqs. (A.4) and (A.6).
The required number of computations for a standard 2D
convolutional layer with pruning rate p is therefore given by
  2 \cdot \co \cdot \ci \cdot K^2 \cdot d_1 \cdot d_2 \cdot (1-p) \; \mults {}\;. \label {eq:forward_sp} 

Computing the gradient for X.

(A.7)

D.2.2

For a pruned FB 2D convolutional layer,

Gradients for coefficients.

The backpropagation formulas for the spatial and FB coefficients are given by

  2 \cdot \co \cdot \ci \cdot K^2 \cdot d_1 \cdot d_2 \cdot (1-p) + 2 \cdot \ci \cdot K^4 \cdot d_1 \cdot d_2 \; \mults {}\ \label {eq:forward_ip} 
(A.8)
are needed for evaluation.
The number of FLOPs for IP is increased for all pruning
rates by 2 · cin · K 4 · d1 · d2 compared to SP. These are exactly
the costs for computing all combinations of g (n) ⋆ X (β) ,
needed for the forward pass for FB 2D Convolutions. These
costs are independent of the pruning rate and therefore a
constant overhead of IP compared to SP. Thus the additional
2
costs for IP in the forward pass compared to SP are K /cout
times the costs of the dense forward pass.

  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \hab _{i,j}} = \left (\frac {\partial \loss }{\partial Y^{(\a )}} \star X^{(\b )} \right )_{i,j} 

(A.11)

and
  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \labn } = \left \langle \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial Y^{(\a )}}, \gn \star X^{(\b )} \right \rangle \;, \label {eq:grad_fb_coeff1} 

(A.12)

respectively. Since g (n) ⋆ X (β) is already computed in the
forward pass, both computations for the standard case and
the FB representation have equal FLOP costs. In total, this
equals to 2 · cout · cin · K 2 · d1 · d2 FLOPs for computing
∂L
∂L
∂h or ∂λ . If pruning is applied, this reduces to 2 · cout · cin ·
2
K · d1 · d2 · (1 − p) FLOPs for IP and SP, since gradients
for pruned coefficients do not need to be computed.
Note, if the size d1 · d2 of Y ∈ Rcout ×d1 ×d2 is bigger
than the kernel size K 2 it is even cheaper to compute the

D.2. Backward Pass
Up to now, we have computed additional FLOP costs for
IP compared to SP in the forward pass. Now we want to
A.3 For

simplicity, we assume the number of non-zero coefficients for IP
and SP to be equal here. Due to extra FB parameters, the number of nonzero interspace coefficients is always slightly smaller than for the standard
case in our experiments.

v

0.0015
0.0010

  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \labn } = \left \langle \gn , \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial Y^{(\a )}} \star X^{(\b )} \right \rangle \;.\label {eq:grad_fb_coeff2} 

0.0005

(A.13)

0.0000

0.0005

In Eq. (A.12) there are 2·d1 ·d2 FLOPs needed (if g (n) ⋆X (β)
is known which we can assume due to the forward pass)
whereas Eq. (A.13) needs 2 · K 2 FLOPs if ∂Y∂L(α) ⋆ X (β) is
known. As we will see in the following, g (n) needs ∂Y∂L(α) ⋆
X (β) to be computed for all α, β and consequently we can
assume them to be known. In summary we can say that
the computation of the interspace coefficients λ requires the
same number of FLOPs, or even less, compared to the spatial
coefficients.
D.2.3
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are bounded by
  \left \Vert \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l } \right \Vert _F \leq \left \Vert \F \right \Vert _F \left \Vert \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial h} \right \Vert _F \; \text {and} \; \left \Vert \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \F } \right \Vert _F \leq \Vert \l \Vert _F \left \Vert \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial h} \right \Vert _F \;. 

Gradient for the filter base.

  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \gn } = \sum _{\a = 1}^{\co } \sum _{\b = 1}^{\ci } \labn \cdot \left ( \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial Y^{(\a )}} \star X^{(\b )} \right ) \;.\label {eq:grad_gn} 

As shown in Eq. (A.14),

(A.15)
∂L
This shows that upper bounds for ∂F
and ∂L
are
determined
∂λ
by the spatial gradient ∂L
∂h . This boundedness of the gradients leads to stable convergence for both, F and λ, while the
convergence behavior of λ is similar to the standard coefficients h, see Fig. 5(b). Moreover, Fig. A6(a) even shows that
adaptive FBs help to overcome vanishing gradients for SNIP
by becoming spatially dense. IP-SNIP can use that to recover
during training from a complete, PaI induced information
loss, while SP-SNIP is stuck with zero gradient flow.

∂L
∂g (n)

(A.14)

first needs to compute all

⋆X
= ∂h∂L
(α,β) .
ing the dense gradient ∂L
∂h
(β)

This is exactly the cost for computwhich needs 2·cin ·cout ·K 2 ·d1 ·d2
FLOPs. The scaling and summation in the sum Eq. (A.14)
requires 2 · cin · cout · K 2 FLOPs in total. If pruning is
applied, this reduces to 2 · cin · cout · K 2 · (1 − p). Al2
together, computing the gradients of g (1) , . . . , g (K ) needs
2 · cout · cin · K 2 · (d1 · d2 + (1 − p) · K 2 ) FLOPs. In simple
∂L
terms, the total computation of ∂L
∂g lies in O(costs( ∂h )).
D.2.4
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Figure A6. (a) Mean and std of gradient L1 norm for IP- and SPSNIP for p = 0.995. (b) Speed up on CPU for varying p for SP
and IP for uniform sparsity and LT’s sparsity.

The computation of the gradients ∂g∂L
(n) also generates extra
costs for the backward pass of training interspace representations. It holds

∂L
∂Y (α)
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D.4. Real runtime measurements
To measure and compare the real runtime accelerations of
IP and SP for inference, we used scipy’s sparse package.
To be precise, we used scipy.sparse.csr matrix,
see online documentation. As discussed in Sec. D.1, sparse
FB convolutions can be computed by first convolving all
X (β) with all g (n) . Afterwards, sparse matrix multiplications can be used to compute the actual output Y . To rule
out runtime differences induced by mismatches between
sparse implementations of matrix multiplications and convolutions, we simulated sparse convolutions with sparse
matrix multiplications of matching dimensions. Therefore,
a sparse convolution h ⋆ X with h ∈ Rcout ×cin ×K×K and
X ∈ Rcin ×H×W corresponds to a matrix-vector multiplica2
2
tion ĥ · X̂ with ĥ ∈ Rcout ·H·W ×cin ·K and X̂ ∈ Rcin ·K .
We measured the runtime of a VGG16 on input images
X ∈ R3×32×32 (i.e. CIFAR-10) with two different sparsity
configurations, the sparsity distribution found by pruning
with LT, see Sec. 5.3, and uniform sparsity for each layer.
For simplicity, we omit the batch normalization layers and
non-linearities. Runtime is measured on one core of an Intel
XEON E5-2680 v4 2.4 GHz CPU where we used batch size
1 and the mean runtime of 25 runs.
Figure Fig. A6(b) shows the comparison between model
sparsity and the actual runtime speed up on a CPU. Since the

Summary for the backward pass.

∂L
In summary, the computation of ∂X
of IP induces a constant
2
overhead compared to IP. This corresponds to K /cin times
∂L
the costs of computing the dense gradient of ∂X by using
spatial coefficients. On top of that, IP also needs to compute
the gradient for the FB F which is in O(costs( ∂L
∂h )).

D.3. Upper bounds for gradients
As Eq. (A.13) and Eq. (A.14) show, jointly optimizing F
and λ leads to non trivial correlations between them. With
a slight abuse of notation we assume for the following discussion F to be the K 2 × K 2 matrix containing all flattened
2
g (n) . Further, let h, λ ∈ RK ×cout cin contain all spatial and
interspace coefficients of the layer, respectively. Therefore,
∂L
(β)
it holds h = F · λ. By using ∂h∂L
and
(α,β) = ∂Y (α) ⋆ X
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the gradients for F and λ
vi

2

B = {e(1) , . . . , e(K ) } and

used CSR [78] format for sparse coefficients adds additional
overhead to the actually executed computations, runtime is
sped up significantly only for p ≥ 0.75. Note, different
sparsity distributions can lead to varying accelerations for a
similar global pruning rate p. IP indeed has a longer runtime
due to the mentioned extra computations. But by boosting
performance of sparse models, IP reaches similar results than
dense training with 5.2 times speed up and better results than
SP for equal runtime, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

  \begin {aligned} e^{(n)}_{i,j} = \delta _{i,i_n} \cdot \delta _{j, j_n} \; , \; &(i_n,j_n) \in \{1,\ldots , K\}^2\;, \\ \; &(i_n,j_n) \neq (i_m, j_m) \; \text {for} \; n\neq m\;. \end {aligned} 
(A.18)
Consequently,
  \fab = \Psi \cdot \lab \;,\; \Psi = \left ( \langle \g {m}, \en \rangle \right )_{n,m} \in \R ^{K^2 \times K^2} \label {eq:trafo_spatial} 

(A.19)
holds. Note, since FBs are shared for at least one layer, the
basis transformation matrix Ψ is not labeled with the inputand output channels α and β, respectively. But of course,
formulas can be adapted to the case of more than one FB
per layer. Since we assume F to form a basis, the reverse is
given by
  \lab = \Psi ^{-1} \cdot \fab \label {eq:trafo_fb}\;. 
(A.20)

E. Transformation rules in the interspace
Since the interspace representation is obtained by a linear
transformation of the standard, spatial representation, we
will derive formulas for this transformation. By knowing
them, it will be straight forward to also determine transformation rules for the corresponding gradients and higher
derivatives. Those transformation rules might be useful if
pruning methods that need first or second order information
are used. We test three methods in our work that need the
information of the gradient, SNIP [41], GraSP [82] and SynFlow [76]. Moreover, GraSP needs second order information
as well. Since all these methods are applied at initialization
and we use an initialization equivalent to the standard network in the main part of this work, the gradient and Hessian
are equivalent at that time. Still, if such pruning methods are
applied with different initializations, the knowledge of these
transformation rules might be helpful to overcome scaling
problems. Furthermore, we believe the transformation rules
to be fruitful for analyzing the information flow in FB-CNNs
which we think is an interesting direction for future work.
Again we will assume the special case considered in the
paper, i.e. F forming a basis.

Note, if we use F as a general dictionary, and not a basis anymore, a reverse can still be computed by the Moore-Penrose
pseudo inverse Ψ† = ΨT · (Ψ · ΨT )−1 if F forms a generating system for RK×K . If F forms a linear independent,
undercomplete dictionary, we can express λ(α,β) = Ψ̂φ(α,β)
2
for a suitable Ψ̂ ∈ R#F ×K . A reverse of this is given by
φ(α,β) = Ψ̂† λ(α,β) , where again Ψ̂† = Ψ̂T · (Ψ̂ · Ψ̂T )−1
forms the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse.

E.2. Transformation rules for gradients
Let L denote the loss function used to train the CNN.
Assuming h(α,β) to be given in the interspace representation
Eq. (A.16),
  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \lab } = \left ( \frac {\partial \fab }{\partial \lab }\right )^T \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \fab } = \Psi ^T \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \fab } \label {eq:trafo_fb_grad} 

E.1. Transformation rules for filters

(A.21)
holds by the chain rule and Eq. (A.19). Consequently,

For a given layer in a CNN, let α denote the output
channel, β the corresponding input channel and K × K
be the kernel size of a filter h(α,β) . For the layer’s FB
2
F = {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) }, the filter’s interspace representation is given by
  \hab = \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} \labn \cdot \g {n} \label {eq:fb_representation_appendix}\;. 

  \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \fab } = (\Psi ^{-1})^T \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \lab } \label {eq:trafo_spatial_grad} 

is true for the gradient as well.
By comparing Eq. (A.20) with Eq. (A.21) (or Eq. (A.19)
with Eq. (A.22)) we see that the coefficients and their corresponding gradients transform complementary to each other
if ΨT ̸= Ψ−1 . Note, Ψ−1 = ΨT if and only if Ψ is orthogonal which is equivalent to F forming an orthonormal basis
(ONB).

(A.16)

Here, the FB coefficients of h(α,β) are given by λ(α,β) =
2
(α,β)
(λn )n ∈ RK . Let B be the standard basis for RK×K .
Then, the spatial representation of filter h(α,β) is given by
  \hab = \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} \hab _{i_n,j_n} \cdot \en = \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} \fabn \cdot \en \label {eq:spatial_representation_appendix} \;,

(A.22)

E.3. Transformation rules for Hessian
In order to compute the Hessian of the loss function,
we have to index all possible filters in a CNN. Let λ(α,β;l)
and φ(α,β;l) denote the interspace and spatial coefficients
of a filter in layer l corresponding to input channel β and
output channel α. Here, the basis transformation in layer l is
given by Ψ(l) . If a FB is shared for layers l and l + 1, then

(A.17)

(α,β)

with spatial coefficients φ(α,β) := (φn )n =
2
(⟨h(α,β) , e(n) ⟩)n ∈ RK and standard basis B given by
vii

Ψ(l) = Ψ(l+1) would hold. Furthermore, K(l) is the filter
(l)
cout

It holds

(l)
cin

size in layer l and
and
denote the number of output
and input channels, respectively. We assume the CNN to
have Lc convolutional layers in total. Let H B be the Hessian
matrix of L w.r.t. to coefficients of B. The corresponding
values of the Hessian are given by

  H^\B _{\m , \mp } & = \frac {\partial ^2 \loss }{\partial \fm \partial \fpm } \\ & = \frac {\partial }{\partial \fm } \left ( \sum _{\md \in \mathcal {M}} \Psi ^{-1}_{\md , \mp } \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l _{\md }}\right ) \\ & = \sum _{\md , \mt \in \mathcal {M}} \Psi ^{-1}_{\mt , \m } \cdot H^\F _{\mt , \md } \cdot \Psi ^{-1}_{\md , \mp } \\ & = \left ( (\Psi ^{-1})^T \cdot H^\F \cdot \Psi ^{-1} \right )_{\m , \mp }\;.

  H^\B ((\a ,\b ,n;l),(\a ^\prime ,\b ^\prime ,n^\prime ;l^\prime ) ) = \frac {\partial ^2 \loss }{\partial \fabln \partial \fpabln } \;. 
(A.23)
Equivalently, the Hessian w.r.t. F is given by H F with values

(A.38)

F. Computation of pruning scores
  H^\F ((\a ,\b ,n;l),(\a ^\prime ,\b ^\prime ,n^\prime ;l^\prime ) ) = \frac {\partial ^2 \loss }{\partial \labln \partial \lpabln } \;. 

In the following, we will derive the computations of the
pruning scores used in the experimental evaluation in Sec. 5
in the main paper. We will present the original scores for
SP and their corresponding IP version. In this Section, we
assume all FBs F to form bases and fully connected layers
to be described by 1 × 1 convolutions.

(A.24)
Using multi-index notation, we can describe the transformation of the Hessian matrix compactly. For m := (α, β, n; l)
and m′ := (α′ , β ′ , n′ ; l′ ), define
  \fm &:= \fabln \;,\; \f := (\fm )_{\m \in \mathcal {M}} \label {eq:mult_f} \\ \lm &:= \labln \;,\; \l := (\lm )_{\m \in \mathcal {M}} \label {eq:mult_l} \\ \Psi _{\m , \mp } & := \delta _{\a , \a ^\prime } \cdot \delta _{\b , \b ^\prime } \cdot \delta _{l, l^\prime } \cdot \Psi ^{(l)}_{n, n^\prime }\;,\\ \Psi & := (\Psi _{\m ,\mp })_{\m ,\mp \in \mathcal {M}} \label {eq:mult_phi}\;,

F.1. Pruning scores in general
In Secs. F.2 - F.6, five different methods for computing
a pruning score vector S ∈ Rd are presented. These are the
pruning scores used in our experimental evaluation.
A global pruning score means that the whole network is
pruned altogether based on this score vector. Here, d denotes
the number of all prunable parameters – for simplicity pooled
in a big vector λ ∈ Rd . For each parameter λj , there exists
exactly one corresponding pruning score Sj . The higher a
pruning score, the more important the corresponding parameter is. Thus, for pruning a network with prunable parameters
λ to pruning rate p ∈ [0, 1], only the k biggest entries in S
are not pruned, where

(A.28)
where all possible multi-indices are given by

  \mathcal {M} := \bigcup _{l=1}^{L_c} \bigcup _{\a = 1}^{\co ^{(l)}} \bigcup _{\b =1}^{\ci ^{(l)}} \bigcup _{n=1}^{K_{(l)}^2} \{(\a ,\b ,n;l) \}\;. 

(A.29)

Let d := #M be the dimension of the CNN. For all matrices/vectors A ∈ Rd1 ×d and B ∈ Rd×d2 with d1 , d2 ∈
{1, d}, indexed with multi-indices, we define multi-index
multiplication via
  (A\cdot B)_{\m , \mp } := \sum _{\md \in \mathcal {M}} A_{\m , \md } \cdot B_{\md , \mp }\;. 

  k := \lfloor (1 - p) \cdot d \rfloor \;. 

Consequently, the global pruning mask µ ∈ {0, 1}d is defined via

(A.30)

Using the multi-index notation, together with Eqs. (A.25),
(A.26) and (A.28), leads to simple transformations of coefficients and their gradients for the whole CNN, given by
  \f = \Psi \cdot \l \;, \qquad \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \f } = (\Psi ^{-1})^T \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l }\; 

  \mu _j = \begin {cases} 1 \;, & S_j \; \text {belongs to the} \; k \; \text {biggest entries in} \; S \\ 0 \;, & \; \text {else} \end {cases} \;. 
(A.40)
After the pruning mask is computed, the network’s prunable
parameters are masked with the pruning mask via λ ⊙ µ.
Note, for DST methods, we use layerwise pruning. The
pruning score is computed equivalent to the global case
but each layer is pruned with an individual pruning rate.
Consequently, the number of pruned parameters is computed
for each layer individually.

(A.31)

with the transpose of a multi-index matrix A defined via
  A^T_{\m ,\mp } := A_{\mp , \m }\; 

(A.39)

(A.32)

and

F.2. Random pruning score
  \Psi ^{-1} & := (\Psi ^{-1}_{\m ,\mp })_{\m ,\mp \in \mathcal {M}}\; \\ \Psi ^{-1}_{\m , \mp } & := \delta _{\a , \a ^\prime } \cdot \delta _{\b , \b ^\prime } \cdot \delta _{l, l^\prime } \cdot (\Psi ^{(l)})^{-1}_{n, n^\prime }\; .

Random pruning scores are easy to obtain. For each
(α,β;l)
(α,β;l)
coefficient φn
in the SP case or λn
in the IP case, a

(A.34)

viii

corresponding random number is drawn i.i.d. from a N (0, 1)
distribution.

The basis transformation between B and F does not change
the total pruning score of a filter h(α,β;l) . This can be seen
by

F.3. Magnitude pruning score

  & \sum _{n=1}^{K^2} S_{SynFlow}(\a ,\b , n;l,\B ) \\ = & \left \langle \frac {\partial \mathcal {R} }{\partial \fabl }, \fabl \right \rangle \\ = &\left \langle \left ( {\Psi ^{(l)}}^{-1} \right )^T \frac {\partial \mathcal {R} }{\partial \labl }, \Psi ^{(l)} \labl \right \rangle \\ = & \left \langle \frac {\partial \mathcal {R} }{\partial \labl }, {\Psi ^{(l)}}^{-1} \Psi ^{(l)} \labl \right \rangle \\ = &\left \langle \frac {\partial \mathcal {R}}{\partial \labl }, \labl \right \rangle \\ = &\sum _{n=1}^{K^2} S_{SynFlow}(\a ,\b , n;l,\F ) \;.\label {eq:}

Magnitudes are used as pruning criterion for LTs [19],
the DST methods SET [55] and RigL [17], FT [68] and
GMP [21]. Using magnitudes as pruning criterion assumes
that big coefficients are more likely to significantly influence
the network’s output than smaller ones. The corresponding
formula is straight forward and given by
  S_{Mag}(\a ,\b , n ;l, \B ) := \left \vert \fabln \right \vert \;. \label {eq:magnitude_standard} 

(A.41)

The corresponding formula for the FB representation is given
by
  S_{Mag}(\a ,\b , n ;l, \F ) := \left \vert \labln \right \vert \;. \label {eq:magnitude_fb} 

(A.42)
(A.53)

By the transformation rules for the coefficients Eq. (A.19),
it holds
  \left \Vert \fabl \right \Vert = \left \Vert \Psi ^{(l)} \labl \right \Vert \;. \label {eq:magnitude_comparison} 
(A.43)

The second equality is induced by the transformation formulas Eqs. (A.19) and (A.22). By having the same total pruning
score for a filter for coefficients w.r.t. F and B, we do not
need to worry about possible scaling issues for the SynFlow
score.

Consequently, K × K filters h(α,β;l) do not need to have the
same total pruning score in the spatial and FB representation,
but might be scaled differently. We used magnitude pruning
during or after training, where usually φ(α,β;l) ̸= λ(α,β;l) .
Even though magnitude pruning is normally used for the
spatial representation, we did not have any scaling issues in
the IP setting. This again indicates that jointly optimizing
the FBs and their coefficients is stable.

F.5. SNIP pruning score
SNIP [41] computes a so called saliency score for each
parameter of a CNN before training. The idea is to measure
the effect of changing the activation of a coefficient on the
loss function. If this effect is big, the corresponding coeffi2
cient is trained, otherwise it is pruned. Let φ(α,β;l) ∈ RK(l)
be the vector consisting of all spatial coefficients in the l-th
layer of a CNN with input channel β and output channel α.
Its saliency score is then computed as

F.4. SynFlow pruning score
SynFlow [76] is a pruning score, calculating the contribution of a parameter to the CNN’s overall information flow.
This is done, by differentiating the so called L1 path norm
of the network. The formula is given by

  S_{SNIP}(\a ,\b ,n;l,\B ) :=& \left \vert \left . \frac {\partial \loss (m \cdot \fabln )}{\partial m} \right \vert _{m=1} \right \vert \\ = & \left \vert \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \fabln } \cdot \fabln \right \vert \;,\label {eq:snip_standard}

  S_{SynFlow}(\a ,\b , n ;l, \B ) := \frac {\partial \mathcal {R} }{\partial \fabln } \cdot \fabln \;,\label {eq:synflow_standard}  (A.44)

(A.55)

with
  \mathcal {R} := \sum _{p \in \mathcal {P}} \prod _{\fabln \in p} \vert \fabln \vert \;.\label {eq:synflow_path_norm} 

(A.45)
where m ∈ R models the activation of the filter value and L
is the used loss function. The second equality is induced by
using the chain rule [82].
The corresponding SNIP score w.r.t. F is given by

Here,
  \mathcal {P} = \{\{\varphi _{n_1}^{(\a _1,\b ;1)}, \varphi _{n_2}^{(\a _2,\a _1;2)}, \ldots , \varphi _{n_{L_c}}^{(\a _{L_c},\a _{L_{c-1}};L_c)}\}\} 
(A.46)
describes all existing paths in a CNN which start in the input
layer and end in the output layer.
Consequently, the corresponding SynFlow score w.r.t.
coefficients for the FBs is given by

  S_{SNIP}(\a ,\b ,n;l,\F ) := &\left \vert \left . \frac {\partial \loss (m\cdot \labln )}{\partial m} \right \vert _{m=1} \right \vert \\ = & \left \vert \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \labln } \cdot \labln \right \vert \;.\label {eq:snip_fbpruning}
(A.57)
By inserting the transformation formulas (A.19) and (A.22)
into Eq. (A.55), we get the relationship for the SNIP score

  S_{SynFlow}(\a ,\b , n ;l,\F ) := \frac {\partial \mathcal {R} }{\partial \labln } \cdot \labln \;.\label {eq:synflow_fb}  (A.47)
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of a filter h(α,β;l) as

Algorithm A1 Standard interspace initialization for a FB
2D convolutional layer

  & S_{SNIP}(\a ,\b ;l,\B ) \\ := & (S_{SNIP}(\a ,\b ,n;l,\B ))_{n=1}^{K^2} \\ = & \left \vert ({\Psi ^{(l)}}^{-1})^T \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \labl } \right \vert \odot \left \vert \Psi ^{(l)} \labl \right \vert \;.\label {eq:snip_general_comparison}

Require: Filter size K × K, number of output channels
cout , number of input channels cin
(A.60)

1:
2:

By comparing Eqs. (A.57) and (A.60), we see that changing
the basis from B to F leads to different transformations of
the gradient and the basis coefficient for a non-orthonormal
FB F.
In our experiments in the main body of the work, we
computed the SNIP score with F = B, thus spatial and FB
SNIP scores are equivalent. But, if arbitrary FBs are used,
the scaling Eq. (A.60) might cause problems and should be
taken into account.

2

Initialize g (1) , . . . , g (K ) via g (n) = e(n) for all n =
1, . . . , K 2
(α,β)
4: Initialize λn
∼ N (µh , σh2 ) i.i.d. for all α ∈
{1, . . . , cout }, β ∈ {1, . . . , cin }, n ∈ {1, . . . , K 2 }
2
5: return FB F = {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) }, FB coefficients λ =
(α,β)
(λn )α,β,n
3:

Algorithm A2 Random ONB interspace initialization for a
FB 2D convolutional layer

F.6. GraSP pruning score

Require: Filter size K × K, number of output channels
cout , number of input channels cin

The GraSP score [82] approximates the influence of the
removal of a spatial coefficient onto the network’s gradient
flow before training starts, the so called importance score.
Using multi-index notation, it is computed as
  S_{GraSP}(\m ; \B ) := - \left (H^\B \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \varphi } \right )_{\m } \cdot \varphi _{\m } \;.\label {eq:grasp_standard} 

µh ← q
0 mean of spatial coefficients
2
2: σh ←
cin ·K 2 variance of spatial coefficients
1:

(A.61)

3:

Initialize g̃ (1) , . . . , g̃ (K
N (0, 1) i.i.d.

The corresponding score w.r.t. to basis coefficients F is
given by
  S_{GraSP}(\m ; \F ) := - \left (H^\F \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l } \right )_{\m } \cdot \l _{\m } \;.\label {eq:grasp_fb} 

µh ← q
0 mean of spatial coefficients
σh ← cin2·K 2 variance of spatial coefficients

4:

(A.62)

5:

By inserting the transformation rules for the coefficient, gradient and Hessian matrix, we derive

6:
7:
8:

  &- \left (H^\B \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \varphi } \right )_{\m }\cdot \fm \\ = &- \left ((\Psi ^{-1})^T \cdot H^\F \cdot \Psi ^{-1} \cdot (\Psi ^{-1})^T \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l } \right )_{\m } \cdot (\Psi \cdot \lambda )_{\m } \;.\label {eq:grasp_trafo}

2

)

(1)

(n)

∈ RK×K with g̃i,j
2

(K )

∼

\triangleright  {g̃ , . . . , g̃
} with P = 1 lin.
independent
2
Apply Gram-Schmidt on {g̃ (1) , . . . , g̃ (K ) } to obtain
2
ONB F = {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) }
(α,β)
Initialize spatial coefficients φn
∼ N (µh , σh2 ) i.i.d.
for all α ∈ {1, . . . , cout }, β ∈ {1, . . . , cin }, n ∈
{1, . . . , K 2 }
Compute basis transformation matrix Ψ according to
Eq. (A.19)
λ(α,β) ← ΨT · φ(α,β) FB coefficients
2
return FB F = {g (1) , . . . , g (K ) }, FB coefficients λ =
(α,β)
(λn )α,β,n

(A.64)
2
for Mα,β;l := {(α, β, n; l) : n = 1, . . . , K(l)
}, the multiindices corresponding to an arbitrary filter h(α,β;l) . In this
case, the total pruning score of a filter h(α,β;l) does not
depend on the representation.

Therefore, the GraSP score is scaled differently for varying layers. Similar to the SNIP score, scaling issues might
needed to be handled if FBs do not form ONBs.
On the other hand, if all FBs form ONBs, Eq. (A.64)
reduces to

G. Pruning methods and initialization of the interspace

  S_{GraSP}(\m ; \B ) = - \left (\Psi \cdot H^\F \cdot \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l } \right )_{\m } \cdot (\Psi \cdot \lambda )_{\m } .  (A.65)

In our experiments, we used the so called kaiming
normal initialization [31] for the standard CNNs. Meaning
(α,β)
that hi,j ∼ N (µh , σh2 ) i.i.d. with

Similar to SynFlow, it therefore holds
  \sum _{{\m } \in \mathcal {M}_{\a ,\b ;l}} S_{GraSP}({\m }; \B ) = \sum _{ {\m }\in \mathcal {M}_{\a ,\b ;l}} S_{GraSP}({\m }; \F ) 

 \label {eq:kaiming} \mu _h = 0 \; \text {and} \; \s _h = \sqrt {\frac {2}{\ci \cdot K^2}} \;. 

(A.66)
x

(A.67)

Algorithm A3 Random interspace initialization for a FD
2D convolutional layer with #F = N arbitrary

and
  \mathbb {E}[h_{i,j}^2] & = \sum _{n,m} \mathbb {E} [\l _n \l _m] \g {n}_{i,j} \g {m}_{i,j} \\ &= \sum _{n} \mathbb {E} [\l _n^2] {\g {n}_{i,j}}^2 + \sum _{n} \sum _{n\neq m} \mathbb {E} [\l _n]^2 \g {n}_{i,j} \g {m}_{i,j} \\ & = (\s _\l ^2 + \mu _\l ^2) \sum _{n} {\g {n}_{i,j}}^2 + \mu _\l ^2 \sum _{n} \sum _{n\neq m} \g {n}_{i,j} \g {m}_{i,j} \\ & = \s _\l ^2 \sum _{n} {\g {n}_{i,j}}^2 + \mu _\l ^2 \sum _{n, m} \g {n}_{i,j} \g {m}_{i,j} \\ & = N \s _\l ^2 (\s _{i,j}^2 + \mu _{i,j}^2 ) + \mu _\l ^2 N^2 \mu _{i,j}^2 \label {eq:variance_fb_init}\;.

Require: Size of filter dictionary N , filter size K ×K, number of output channels cout , number of input channels
cin
1:
2:

µh ← q
0 mean of spatial coefficients
σh ← cin2·K 2 variance of spatial coefficients
(n)

Initialize g̃ (1) , . . . , g̃ (N ) ∈ RK×K with g̃i,j ∼ N (0, 1)
i.i.d.
\triangleright  {g̃ (i1 ) , . . . , g̃ (im ) } with i1 ̸= . . . ̸= im and
m ≤ K 2 with P = 1 lin. independent
4: Compute pixelwise sample mean µ̃i,j and sample variance σ̃i,j according to Eq. (A.68)
q
(n)
g̃i,j −µ̃i,j
(n)
1
1
5: gi,j ←
+ N1
\triangleright  rescale FD
N − N2 ·
σ̃i,j
3:

(A.74)

(α,β)

Initialize λn
∼ N (µh , σh2 ) i.i.d. for all α ∈
{1, . . . , cout }, β ∈ {1, . . . , cin }, n ∈ {1, . . . , N }
7: return FD F = {g (1) , . . . , g (N ) }, FD coefficients λ =
(α,β)
(λn )α,β,n
6:

We now want to determine µi,j and σi,j such that E[hi,j ] =
µλ and E[h2i,j ] = σλ2 + µ2λ holds, i.e. the distribution of λ
and h have the same mean and variance. By Eq. (A.69),
setting µi,j = 1/N guarantees E[hi,j ] = µλ . By inserting
2
µi,j = 1/N into Eq. (A.74), we see that σi,j
= 1/N − 1/N 2
2
2
2
implies E[hi,j ] = σλ + µλ . Consequently, FDs are rescaled
in Alg. A3 to have pixelwise sample mean µi,j = 1/N and
2
sample variance σi,j
= 1/N − 1/N 2 .

We initialized all FB-CNNs such that their spatial representations follow a kaiming normal initialization, see Algs.
A1 - A3. For simplicity, we propose the initialization of FB
coefficients together with the FB. Of course, if a FB is shared
for more than one layer, it has to be initialized just once.

G.1. General setup for all pruning methods
For SP and the dense baselines, we initialized the standard
CNN with the kaiming normal initialization. For IP, we
initialize networks according to Alg. A1 for all experiments
in the main body of the text. In Sec. B, also Algs. A2 and A3
are used as initializations for the interspace.
Pruning masks are computed according to the formulas
described in Sec. F for SP and IP. In the following we will
describe the used pruning methods in detail.

Derivation of rescaling in Algorithm A3. In Alg. A3,
F may contain N ̸= K 2 elements. Thus, obtaining an
equivalent initialization to the spatial kaiming normal
initialization can not always be obtained by a simple basis transformation. Consequently, we rescale F in order to
mimic a kaiming normal initialization of spatial coefficients if FB coefficients are initialized with a kaiming
normal initialization as well.

G.2. Lottery tickets with resetting coefficients
LTs with resetting coefficients to an early training iteration [19] are obtained as follows. We first train the network to epoch t0 = 500 and store the corresponding model,
optimizer, etc. Afterwards, the network is trained to convergence. Then, 20% of the coefficients are pruned, based
on their magnitudes. All non-zero parameters are reset to
their values at training time t0 = 500 and pruned ones are
fixed at zero from now on. Thus, contrarily to DST, a pruned
coefficient will never be able to recover. The training schedule parameters, like learning rate or moving averages for
batch normalization and SGD with momentum, are reset to
their corresponding value at t0 as well. For IP, also the FBs
are reset to step t0 . Then, the network is again trained to
convergence, 20% of the non-zero coefficients are pruned
and the remaining non-zero parameters are reset again. This
is done, until the desired pruning rate is reached. Note, for
the last pruning step also < 20% of the non-zero parameters

2
Let µi,j and σi,j
be the pixel wise sample mean and
sample variance of the FD F with arbitrary size N ≥ 1, i.e.

  \mu _{i,j} := \frac {1}{N} \sum _{n=1}^{N} \g {n}_{i,j} \; \text {and} \; \s _{i,j}^2 := \frac {1}{N} \sum _{n=1}^{N} (\g {n}_{i,j} - \mu _{i,j})^2 \;. \label {eq:mean_variance_eyes} 
(A.68)
By using Eq. (A.68) it holds for an arbitrary i.i.d. initialization of λ with mean µλ and variance σλ2

  \mathbb {E} [h_{i,j}] = \mathbb {E} [\sum _{n=1}^N \l _n \g {n}_{i,j}] = \sum _{n=1}^N \mathbb {E} [\l _n] \g {n}_{i,j} = \mu _\l N \mu _{i,j} \label {eq:mean_fb_init}

(A.69)
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might be pruned to exactly match the desired pruning rate. If
the final pruning rates is reached, the network with desired
sparsity is trained for a last, final time. All in all,
  k = 1 + \left \lceil \frac {\log (1 - p)}{\log 4 - \log 5} \right \rceil 

DST, PaI is quite simple. For SNIP and GraSP we compute the pruning scores described in Secs. F.5 and F.6 with
the help of 100 batches of training data for the CIFAR-10
experiments and 15 for ImageNet. As proposed by [76],
we compute the pruning scores for SNIP and GraSP with
all batch normalization layers [34] set to PyTorch’s train
mode. Afterwards, all coefficients are pruned one-shot.
The GraSP scores for SP, Eq. (A.61), and IP, Eq. (A.62),
require the computation of a Hessian vector product H · g.
Fortunately, not the whole Hessian H needs to be computed
to evaluate such products. For this, we use the linearity of the
derivative. For H ∈ Rd×d and an arbitrary vector v ∈ Rd , it
holds

(A.75)

trainings are needed to obtain and train a network with sparsity p using this iterative approach.
Following [19], we do not prune the fully connected layer
for LTs but keep it dense.

G.3. Dynamic sparse training
Dynamic sparse training methods adapt the network’s
pruning mask during training [5, 13, 17, 45, 55, 56]. In this
work we use SET [55] which is based on estimating the
importance of coefficients via magnitude pruning and regrowing coefficients due to a random selection. RigL [17]
improves this approach by regrowing coefficients which have
the biggest gradient magnitudes.
Before training, the networks are pruned randomly. It was
shown in [17] that using layerwise sparsity corresponding
to an Erdős-Rényi-kernel leads to good results. This means
that each layer has sparsity depending on its size, i.e.
  1 - \varepsilon \cdot \frac {\co ^{(l)} + \ci ^{(l)} + 2 \cdot K_{(l)}}{\co ^{(l)} \cdot \ci ^{(l)} \cdot K^2_{(l)}}\;, 

  (H\cdot v)_i & = \sum _{j} \frac {\partial ^2 \loss }{\partial \lambda _i \partial \lambda _j} \cdot v_j \\ & = \frac {\partial }{\partial \lambda _i} \left ( \sum _{j} \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l _j} v_j \right ) \\ & = \frac {\partial }{\partial \lambda _i} \left \langle \frac {\partial \loss }{\partial \l }, v \right \rangle \;,

(A.80)
∂⟨ ∂L ,v⟩

and consequently H · v = ∂λ
. By using v as the fixed
∂λ
gradient gv = ∂L
,
we
can
compute
H · gv with only three
∂λ
backward passes. The first one is needed to compute the
fixed gradient gv . The second and third are required to
∂⟨ ∂L ,gv ⟩
compute H · gv = ∂λ
. An implementation of this can
∂λ
be found in the official code base for GraSP, see this link
(MIT license).
In contrast to these one-shot methods, pruning masks
for SynFlow are computed in an iterative fashion. For this
purpose, we compute the pruning score proposed in Sec. F.4
with one forward- and backward pass, prune a small fraction
of elements and repeat it 100 times. The pruning rate grows
with an exponential schedule [76] which gives the pruning
rate
  p_k = 1 - (1-p)^{\nicefrac {k}{100}} 
(A.81)

(A.76)

and ε is a global parameter, tuned such that a global sparsity
of p is obtained.
During training, the pruning mask is frequently updated.
For this, parameters are pruned for each layer with rate pt .
To be precise, all non-zero parameters in a layer are pruned
with the rate pt . The pruning rate pt depends on the training
step t and decays with a cosine schedule in order to improve
convergence [17]. It holds
  p_t = p_{min} + \frac {1}{2} \left ( p_{init} - p_{min} \right ) \cdot \left ( 1 + \cos \left ( \frac {t \pi }{T} \right ) \right )  (A.77)
where T is the number of total training steps, pmin = 0.005
the minimal pruning rate and pinit = 0.5 the initial rate used
for updating the pruning mask. Of course, in each layer an
equal number of non trained coefficients are regrown after
pruning. Following [55] and [17], regrown coefficients are
initialized with value 0 but are updated via SGD from this
moment on.
SET and RigL work optimal for different pruning mask
update frequencies [45]. According to [45], we update pruning masks each 1, 500 training steps for SET and each 4, 000
steps for RigL.

after the k th pruning iteration. For computing the SynFlow
score, we set all batch normalization layers to eval mode,
as suggested by [76].

G.4. Pruning at initialization

  p(k\cdot N) = \begin {cases} 0, & k\cdot N < t_0 \\ p\cdot \left (1 - \left ( 1 - \frac {k \cdot N - t_0}{t_1 - t_0} \right )^3 \right ) , & k\cdot N \in [t_0, t_1] \\ 1, & k\cdot N > t_1 \end {cases}\;. 

G.5. Gradual magnitude pruning
Following [21] we gradually sparsify the model based
on the coefficients’ magnitudes. After each N training iterations, the pruning rate is increased and new weights are
pruned. The pruning rate at iteration k · N is given by

We test PaI methods, SNIP [41], GraSP [82] and SynFlow [76] together with random PaI. In contrast to LTs and

(A.82)
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Here, p denotes the final pruning rate and t0 , t1 are the training iterations where the gradual pruning begins and ends,
respectively. For each iteration k · N with k ∈ N, the
p(k · N ) · d weights with smallest magnitude are pruned.
Since pruned weights are frozen at 0, those weights will be
pruned again and they will therefore never recover.
We follow the suggestions in [21] for choosing t0 , t1
and N for the final pruning rates p ∈ {0.8, 0.9} for the
ResNet50 on ImageNet (summarized in this table). Since we
use a different batch size than [21] in our experiments (256
compared to 1, 024), we adapt their choices for t0 , t1 and N
to our batch size by multiplying them by 4. However, these
choices are not optimized for batch size 256 and we therefore
report slightly worse results than [21]. For our experiments,
we use N = 8, 000, t0 = 160, 000 and t1 = 400, 000 for
p = 0.8. For p = 0.9 we set N = 8, 000, t0 = 160, 000 and
t1 = 304, 000.

ing schedules for SET [55] and RigL [17] are improved.
This code base is also used for FT [68] and GMP [21].
For the IP versions of these pruning methods, we additionally
updated the code to use Alg. 1 as a 2D convolution.
The initializations of the used CNNs and FB-CNNs are
described in Sec. G. Used hyperparameters are summarized
in Tab. A6. We also trained the dense standard networks
with the same training schedules as the pruned ones. Results
for the dense models can be found in Tab. A5.
Training schedule. As common in the literature of sparse
training, see for example [41, 76, 82], no hyperparameter tuning is done in this work. We want to highlight, that all used
training setups are chosen from one of the adapted pruning
methods. Especially, FBs and FB coefficients are trained
with the standard learning rates, optimized for training spatial coefficients.
For PaI on CIFAR-10, we used the setup from [41],
whereas SET uses the training schedule from [45]. The
CIFAR-10 experiment for LTs is equal to the one used in [19].
For ImageNet on ResNet18, we used the standard PyTorch
ImageNet training (see this link) (BSD 3-clause license) as
baseline for our training – the same as used in [82]. Results
can be further improved by adding learning rate warm-up
for 5 epochs [25] and label smoothing [75] with smoothing
parameter ε = 0.1. This improvement is inherited from [45]
and applied to train RigL on ResNet50. For FT, we use the
same training hyperparameters as for RigL whereas we use
the suggested one from the original paper [21] for GMP.
CIFAR-10. CIFAR-10 [38] consists of 60, 000 32 × 32
RGB images. CIFAR-10 is a publicly available dataset with,
best to our knowledge, no existing licenses. Authors are
allowed to use the datasets for publications if the tech report
[38] is referenced. CIFAR-10 has 10 classes with 6, 000
images per class. The data is split into 50, 000 training and
10, 000 test images. For each training, we randomly split the
training images into two parts, 45, 000 images for training
and 5, 000 images for validation. All images for training,
validation and testing are normalized by their channel wise
mean and standard deviation. Furthermore, we additionally
use the standard data augmentation for CIFAR on the training
images. This is given by cropping and random horizontal
flipping of the images. Test results are reported for the
early stopping epoch, the epoch with the highest validation
accuracy. Used hyperparameters are summarized in Tab. A6.
ImageNet. The ImageNet ILSVRC2012 [69] dataset is an
image classification dataset, containing approximately 1.2
million RGB images for training and 150, 000 RGB images
for validation, divided into 1, 000 classes. ImageNet has
a custom license allowing non-commercial research. To
be allowed to use ImageNet for non-commercial research,
access to the image database has to be requested – which we
did. Full terms for the usage of the ImageNet database can
be found in this link.

G.6. Fine tuning
We also compare IP and SP for magnitude pruning applied on a pre-trained, dense network while the sparse network is fine-tuned afterwards. As suggested by [68], we do
not use a classical fine-tuning setup beginning with a small
learning rate, but use the setup of the dense pre-training also
for fine-tuning. Thus, the sparse fine-tuning starts with a
high learning rate. Naturally, for IP we use the pre-trained
FBs as starting point for the fine-tuning. For FT, we use the
same training setup as for RigL.

H. Experimental setup
In this Section, we describe the setup for the experiments
discussed in the main body of the paper and in Sec. B. Our
experiments were conducted on an internal cluster with CentOS Linux release 7.9.2009 (Core). We used Python 3.8 with
the deep learning framework PyTorch1.9 [61] (BSD license)
together with cudatoolkit 10.2 [58]. As hardware we had
an Intel XEON E5-2680 v4 à 2.4 GHz CPU and n NVIDIA
GeForce 1080ti GPUs, where n = 1 for the CIFAR-10 experiments, n ∈ {2, 4} for ResNet50 on ImageNet and n = 8
for ResNet18 on ImageNet. Further details on the training
time for one epoch, the number of used CPU cores, used
RAM and GPU memory are given in Tab. A5.
Since we compare and adapt different pruning methods,
we used the publicly available codes for reproducing the
results and modifying them for the IP setting. These are:
• Link to code for SynFlow [76] (unknown license),
• Link to code for GraSP [82] (MIT license),
• PyTorch adaption of link to code for SNIP [41] (MIT
license),
• Link to code as the official PyTorch version for Lottery
Tickets [19] (MIT license),
• Link to code as a base for DST methods which is the
official code for [45] (unknown license). In [45], trainxiii

Dataset/Model
CIFAR-10/VGG16
CIFAR-10/VGG16-LT
ImageNet/ResNet18
ImageNet/ResNet50 (RigL & FT)
ImageNet/ResNet50 (GMP)

Mean ± Std

# Params

93.41 ± 0.07%
93.58 ± 0.10%
69.77 ± 0.06%
77.15 ± 0.04%
76.64 ± 0.06%

15.3mio
14.7mio
11.7mio
25.6mio
25.6mio

# FB Params
fine sharing
1, 053
1, 053
1, 296
3, 697
3, 697

Time 1
epoch [s]
23.7
21.9
2, 770.5
4, 354.2
2, 622.8

#GPUs
1
1
8
2
4

GPU
memory
11 GB
11 GB
8 × 11 GB
2 × 11 GB
4 × 11 GB

#CPU
cores
1
1
8
4
8

RAM
12 GB
12 GB
8 × 12 GB
4 × 12 GB
8 × 12 GB

Table A5. Top-1 test accuracies for densely trained models with additional information, including the hardware setup. Note, # FB parameters
for fine sharing is the most number of extra parameters induced by the interspace representation. We suggest to use at least 2 times the
number of CPU cores than GPUs, otherwise data loading becomes a bottleneck (compare ResNet18 and ResNet50 for GMP which have
approximately the same runtime despite different network sizes and # GPUs).
Experiment
Network
# Trainings
# Epochs
Batch Size
# GPUs
Optimizer: SGDMomentum
Learning Rate
LR Decay
LR Warm-up
Weight Decay
Label smoothing

CIFAR-10 (no LTs)
VGG16
5
250
128
1
Momentum
0.9
0.1
×0.1
every 30k iterations
✕
5 · 10−4
✕

CIFAR-10 (LTs)
VGG16-LT
5
160
128
1
Momentum
0.9
0.1
×0.1
epochs 80/120
✕
10−4
✕

ImageNet (PaI)
ResNet18
3
90
512
8
Momentum
0.9
0.1
×0.1
epochs 30/60
✕
10−4
✕

ImageNet (RigL & FT)
ResNet50
3
100
128
2
Momentum
0.9
0.1
×0.1
epochs 30/60/90
5 epochs, linear
10−4
ε = 0.1

ImageNet (GMP)
ResNet50
3
100
256
4
Momentum
0.9
0.1
×0.1
epochs 30/60/80
5 epochs, linear
10−4
ε = 0.1

Table A6. Setups for experiments in the main body of the paper and Sec. B. Each run of the # trainings was executed with a different
random seed.

Again, all images are normalized for each channel. Training images are randomly cropped to size 224 × 224 and
randomly flipped in the horizontal direction. The validation images are resized to size 256 × 256 and their central
224 × 224 pixels are used for validation. For the ResNet50
experiment, we also add label smoothing on the training loss
with a smoothing factor 0.1. As common in the literature, we
report results on the validation set, since labels for the test
set are publicly not available. Hyperparameters are provided
in Tab. A6.

(FB) always indicates, that a FB version of the filter is used
for the FB-CNN. Not all convolutional layers are marked
with a (FB), since we only apply the FB formulation on
convolutional layers with kernel size K > 1. Additionally,
we indicate the layers which share one FB for coarse,
medium and fine FB sharing in Tabs. A7 to A9.
All tensor dimensions of standard 2D convolutional filters are given as cout × cin × K × K, where cin equals
the number of input channels, cout the number of output
channels and K × K the size of each convolutional kernel.
FB convolutions have coefficients represented by a tensor of
size cout × cin × K 2 . For pooling layers, K × K denotes the
tiling size. In the case of linear layers, the tensor size is given
as cout × cin , where cin is the number of incoming neurons
and cout the number of outgoing neurons. For training the
networks, we used the cross entropy loss function.

I. Network architectures
In this Section we provide the used network architectures
VGG16 [72] and the adapted version VGG16-LT for CIFAR10, as well as ResNet18 and ResNet50 [32] for ImageNet.
The architectures are shown in Tabs. A7 to A9. Note, we
use two different versions of a VGG16, a small one for the
LT experiments and a bigger one for the remaining experiments. A graphical description of the residual block and
the bottleneck block used for ResNets, is shown in Figs. A7
and A8, respectively. Furthermore, all architectures are used
in their standard form or with FB convolutions. Therefore,

J. Proof of Theorem 1
SDL optimizes a dictionary F ∈ Rm×M jointly with its
coefficients R ∈ RM ×n w.r.t. the non-convex problem
  \inf _{\Fb , R}\Vert U - \Fb \cdot R \Vert _F \;\; \text {s.t.} \; \Vert R \Vert _0 \leq s \label {eq:spd_fb_appendix}\;, 
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(A.83)

Module

Output Size

cin

cout

K

Repeat

Stride

Padding

Bias

BatchNorm

ReLU

(FB) Conv2D

32 × 32

3

64

3×3

×1

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

(FB) Conv2D

32 × 32

64

64

3×3

×1

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

MaxPool2D

16 × 16

64

64

2×2

×1

2×2

0×0

✕

✕

✕

(FB) Conv2D

16 × 16

64

128

3×3

×1

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

(FB) Conv2D

16 × 16

128

128

3×3

×1

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

MaxPool2D

8×8

128

128

2×2

×1

2×2

0×0

✕

✕

✕

(FB) Conv2D

8×8

128

256

3×3

×1

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

(FB) Conv2D

8×8

256

256

3×3

×2

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

MaxPool2D

4×4

256

256

2×2

×1

2×2

0×0

✕

✕

✕

(FB) Conv2D

4×4

256

512

3×3

×1

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

(FB) Conv2D

4×4

512

512

3×3

×2

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

MaxPool2D

2×2

512

512

2×2

×1

2×2

0×0

✕

✕

✕

(FB) Conv2D

2×2

512

512

3×3

×3

1×1

1×1

✓

✓

✓

MaxPool2D

1×1

512

512

2×2

×1

2×2

0×0

✕

✕

✕

Linear

512

512

512

—

×2

—

—

✓

✓

✓

Linear

10

512

10

—

×1

—

—

✓

✕

✕

Coarse

Medium

Fine

×2

×2
×3

Removed for VGG16-LT

Table A7. VGG16 and VGG16-LT for CIFAR-10 with coarse, medium and fine FB sharing schemes specified in the last three columns.
Each , connected by either another or , corresponds to exactly one FB F shared for all filters in the corresponding layers. The thin
connection corresponds to MaxPool2D layers which do not use the FBs themselves. Note, for VGG16-LT, the first and second Linear
layers are removed.
Module

Output Size

cin

cout

K

Stride

Padding

Bias

BatchNorm

ReLU

Conv2D

112 × 112

3

64

7×7

2×2

3×3

✕

✓

✓

Coarse

Medium

Fine

MaxPool2D

56 × 56

64

64

3×3

2×2

1×1

✕

✕

✕

(FB) ResBlock×2

56 × 56

64

64

3×3

1×1

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×4

(FB) ResBlock×2

28 × 28

64

128

3×3

2×2

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×4

(FB) ResBlock×2

14 × 14

128

256

3×3

2×2

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×4

(FB) ResBlock×2

7×7

256

512

3×3

2×2

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×4

AvgPool2D

1×1

512

512

7×7

0×0

0×0

✕

✕

✕

Linear

1, 000

512

1, 000

—

—

—

✓

✕

✕

Table A8. ResNet18 for ImageNet with (FB) ResBlock×2, shown in Fig. A7. Last three columns declare coarse, medium and
fine FB sharing schemes. Each connected by another corresponds to exactly one FB F shared for all filters in the corresponding layers.
Note, the first convolutional layer has kernel size 7 × 7 and we do not use a FB formulation for this layer.

for a target U ∈ Rm×n and sparsity constraint s. In our context U corresponds to a convolutional layer, the dictionary F
to the layer’s FB (FD) F and R to the FB (FD) coefficients.
Standard magnitude pruning can be seen as a special case
of SDL where the dictionary F is fixed to form the standard
basis, i.e. F = idRm . Accordingly,
  \inf _{\P } \Vert U - \P \Vert _F \;\; \text {s.t.} \; \Vert R \Vert _0 \leq s \; \label {eq:spd_standard_appendix} 

P ≥ 1 − δ, where
  \delta = \begin {cases} 0 \; & , \; \text {if} \; s \not \equiv 0 (\textrm {mod}\ m)\; \\ \frac {\binom {n}{\frac {s}{m}}}{\binom {m\cdot n}{s}} \; & , \; \text {if} \; s \equiv 0 (\textrm {mod}\ m)\; \end {cases}\;. 

(A.85)

Figure A9 shows the probability of the solution to
Eq. (A.84) being strictly bigger than the solution of
Eq. (A.83) if supp R is restricted to be supp Φ∗ . Precisely,
it shows 1 − δ for varying pruning rates p. It can be seen that,
except for the trivial case of a network being completely
pruned or being not pruned at all, δ is numerically equal
to zero, even for a network with only 100 filters.A.4 Thus,

(A.84)

is minimized.
Theorem A.1. Let 1 < m ≤ M , 0 < s < m · n and
Ui,j ∼ N (0, 1) i.i.d. Further assume that ε(1) is the infimum
of Eq. (A.83) and ε(2) the minimum of Eq. (A.84). Assume
Φ∗ to be the minimizer for Eq. (A.84). Then ε(1) < ε(2)
holds with probability P = 1.
If furthermore supp R for Eq. (A.83) is fixed to be equal
to supp Φ∗ , then ε(1) ≤ ε(2) and strict inequality holds with

A.4 The minimum δ we computed for non-trivial pruning rates p ∈ (0, 1)
for a network with n = 10 filters of size 3 × 3 was given by δ ≤ 10−10 .
For n ≥ 100, numerically δ = 0 for all p ∈ (0, 1).

xv

Coarse
cin

cmid

cout

nb

K

Module

Output Size

Stride

Padding

Bias

(FB) Conv2D

112 × 112

3

—

64

—

7×7

MaxPool2D

56 × 56

64

—

64

—

3×3

(FB) BottleneckBlock

56 × 56

64

64

256

3

3×3

(FB) BottleneckBlock

28 × 28

256

128

512

4

3×3

(FB) BottleneckBlock

14 × 14

512

256

1, 024

6

(FB) BottleneckBlock

7×7

1, 024

512

2, 048

AvgPool2D

1×1

512

—

Linear

1, 000

512

—

BN

ReLU

2×2

3×3

✕

✓

✓

2×2

1×1

✕

✕

✕

1×1

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×3

2×2

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×4

3×3

2×2

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×6

3

3×3

2×2

1×1

✕

✓

✓

×3

512

—

7×7

0×0

0×0

✕

✕

✕

1, 000

—

—

—

—

✓

✕

✕

Medium

Fine

adapt
×1

Table A9. ResNet50 for ImageNet with (FB) BottleneckBlock, shown in Fig. A8. Last three columns declare the adapted coarse,
medium and fine FB sharing schemes. Each connected by another corresponds to exactly one FB F shared for all filters in the
corresponding layers.
(FB) ResBlock×2(cin , cout , s × s)
← s > 2 or cin ̸= cout ←

(FB) BottleneckBlock(cin , cmid , cout , nb , s × s)

→ s = 1 and cin = cout →

1 × 1 Conv2D(cin , cmid , s × s)

3 × 3 (FB) Conv2D(cin , cout , s × s)
BatchNorm2D
1 × 1 Conv2D(cin , cout , s × s)

ReLU

BatchNorm2D

3 × 3 (FB) Conv2D(cout , cout , 1 × 1)

BatchNorm2D
Identity

ReLU
1 × 1 Conv2D(cin , cout , s × s)

BatchNorm2D

BatchNorm2D

3 × 3 (FB) Conv2D(cmid , cmid , 1 × 1)
BatchNorm2D
ReLU

⊕

1 × 1 Conv2D(cmid , cout , 1 × 1)
BatchNorm2D

ReLU

⊕

3 × 3 (FB) Conv2D(cout , cout , 1 × 1)
BatchNorm2D
Identity

ReLU

ReLU

3 × 3 (FB) Conv2D(cout , cout , 1 × 1)
BatchNorm2D

1 × 1 Conv2D(cout , cmid , 1 × 1)

⊕

BatchNorm2D
ReLU
Identity

ReLU

3 × 3 (FB) Conv2D(cmid , cmid , 1 × 1)
BatchNorm2D
ReLU
1 × 1 Conv2D(cmid , cout , 1 × 1)
BatchNorm2D

Figure A7. Architecture of a (FB) ResBlock×2 with cin input
channels, cout output channels and stride s × s for the first (FB)
convolution. The first residual connection is is a standard 1 × 1 2D
Convolution followed by a BatchNorm2D layer if s > 1 or
cin ̸= cout . However, if cin = cout and s = 1, the first residual
connection is simply an identity mapping. The second residual
connection is always an identity mapping. All (FB) Conv2D
layers do not have biases.

⊕
ReLU

Repeat last block nb − 2 times

Figure A8. Architecture of a (FB) BottleneckBlock with
cin input channels, cmid middle channels and cout output channels
and stride s × s for the first 1 × 1 (FB) convolution. The number
of small blocks forming the (FB) BottleneckBlock is given
by nb . The first residual connection is is a standard 1 × 1 2D
Convolution followed by a BatchNorm2D layer. The following residual connections are always identity mappings. All (FB)
Conv2D layers do not have biases.

despite δ > 0, numerically the chance of ε(1) = ε(2) is equal
to zero.
The proof of Thm. A.1 is split in several parts.
• Lemma A.2 shows that Eq. (A.84) always has a minimum and constructs the minimizing Φ∗ .
• Lemma A.3 will show that for each feasible point
Φ0 for Eq. (A.84), there exists an equivalent feasible
point (F0 , R0 ) for Eq. (A.83) with the same sparsity
∥R0 ∥0 = ∥Φ0 ∥0 and distance ∥U − F0 · R0 ∥F =
∥U − Φ0 ∥F .
• Consequently, Corollary A.4 shows that the solution to
Eq. (A.83) is always smaller or equal to the solution of

Eq. (A.84).
• The first part of the proof of Thm. A.1 shows that the
solution obtained by Eq. (A.84) can only with a small
chance δ0 ≤ δ be the optimum of Eq. (A.83). This is
based on two facts, first we construct the equivalent
xvi

Lower bound for (

1.0

(1) < (2))

Proof of Lemma A.2. To solve Eq. (A.84), we rewrite the
optimization problem into its equivalent, squared form
 \label {eq:standard_squared} \inf _{\P \in \R ^{m \times n}} \Vert U - {\P } \Vert _F^2 \;\; \text {s.t.} \; \Vert {\P } \Vert _0 \leq s \;. 

0.8

The problem (A.89) is equivalent to

1

0.6

 \label {eq:standard_split} \inf _{\P \in \bigcup _{k=1}^r \sc _k} \Vert U - {\P } \Vert _F^2 = \min _{k \in \{1, \ldots , r\}} \inf _{\P \in \sc _k} \Vert U - {\P } \Vert _F^2 

0.4
0.2
0.0

with r =

10 3 x 3 filters
100 3 x 3 filters
1000 3 x 3 filters
10000 3 x 3 filters

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Pruning rate

n·m
s



0.8

1.0

(A.91)

Sr
satisfying Sk ̸= Sj for k ̸= j and k=1 Sk = {A ∈ Rm×n :
∥A∥0 ≤ s}.
In order to solve Eq. (A.90), we minimize for each k
 \label {eq:spd_standard_individual} \inf _{\P \in \sc _k} \Vert U - \P \Vert _F^2 = \inf _{\P \in \sc _k} \sum _{i,j} (U_{i,j} - \P _{i,j} )^2 

(A.92)

individually. The problem (A.92) is minimized by Φ(k)∗
with

point (F0 , R0 ) to Φ∗ according to Lemma A.3. Then,
we show that with a probability of at most δ, (F0 , R0 )
fulfills a necessary condition for solving Eq. (A.83).
This condition is given by F0 yielding a local optimumA.5 of the smooth, convex function
  f : \R ^{m \times M} \rightarrow \R \; , \; \Fb \mapsto \Vert U - \Fb \cdot R_0 \Vert _F^2 \;, 

(A.90)

,

  \begin {aligned} &\sc _k = \{A \in \R ^{m \times n} : \supp A \subset S_k \}, \; \\ &S_k \subset \{1, \ldots , m\} \times \{1, \ldots , n\} \; , \# S_k = s \end {aligned} 

Figure A9. Lower bound 1 − δ for P(ε(1) < ε(2) ), i.e. the optimization problem (A.83) having a smaller solution than the problem
(A.84). Computed for varying numbers n of 3 × 3 filters in a layer
and varying pruning rates p ∈ [0, 1].

  \P ^{(k)\ast }_{i,j} = \begin {cases} U_{i,j} \;, & \text {if} \; (i,j) \in S_k \\ 0 \;, & \text {else} \end {cases} \;. 

(A.93)

Thus, the minimum of Eq. (A.92) for a k ∈ {1, . . . , r} is
given by
  \Vert U - \P ^{(k)\ast } \Vert _F^2 = \sum _{(i,j) \notin S_k} U_{i,j}^2\label {eq:solve_subset_prob} 
(A.94)

(A.86)

which is evaluated by looking at the probability of F0
∂f
being a root of ∂F
.
• The second part of Thm. A.1 adapts (F0 , R0 ) if
supp R0 is not fixed to be equal to supp Φ∗ . By setting
one column of Φ∗ as a new basis element, the number
of coefficients needed to match Φ∗ = F∗ · R∗ with
the adapted (F∗ , R∗ ) is reduced. This of course provides new unused coefficients which are used to better
approximate the target U .

Equation (A.94) leads to the solution of Eq. (A.90), given by
  \min _{k\in \{1, \ldots , r\}} \sum _{(i,j) \notin S_k} U_{i,j}^2 = \max _{k \in \{1, \ldots , r\}} \sum _{(i,j) \in S_k} U_{i,j}^2 

(A.95)

which is reached by choosing k such that Sk = TOPs (U ).
Lemma A.3. Let m ≤ M , then for each Φ ∈ Rm×n there
exists a F ∈ Rm×M and a R ∈ RM ×n with ∥R∥0 = ∥Φ∥0
and F · R = Φ.

Lemma A.2. The optimization problem (A.84) always has
a solution Φ∗ ∈ Rm×n obtained by
  \begin {aligned}\label {eq:standard_ast} & \Pa = (\Pa _{i,j})_{i,j} \; \, \; \text {with} \\ &\Pa _{i,j} = \begin {cases} U_{i,j} \;, & \text {if} \; (i,j) \in \tops \\ 0 \;, & \text {else} \end {cases}\;. \end {aligned} 

Proof of Lemma A.3. Let Φ = (Φi,j )i,j ∈ Rm×n be given.
Now, we define R ∈ RM ×n and F ∈ Rm×M via

(A.87)

 \label {eq:construct_last} {R}_{i,j} = \begin {cases} \P _{i,j} \; & , \text {if} \; i \leq m \\ 0 \; & , \text {else} \end {cases} 

Here,
  \begin {aligned} \tops := \{&(i_0, j_0) \in \{1, \ldots , m\} \times \{1, \ldots , n\} : U_{i_0,j_0} \\ & \text {belongs to the top} \; s \; \text {magnitudes of} \; \{U_{i,j}\} \} \end {aligned} 

(A.96)

and
 \label {eq:construct_fast} {\Fb }_{i,j} = \begin {cases} 1 \; & , \text {if} \; i = j \; \text {and} \; j \leq m \\ 0 \; & , \text {else} \end {cases}. 

(A.88)
defines the indices corresponding to the s highest magnitudes
of U .
A.5 By

(A.89)

(A.97)

By construction of R and F, it holds Φ = F · R and ∥R∥0 =
∥Φ∥0 .

convexity of f it is therefore a global minimum.
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Corollary A.4. Let m ≤ M , ε(1) be the infimum of
Eq. (A.83) and ε(2) be the minimum of Eq. (A.84), respectively. Then it holds ε(1) ≤ ε(2) .

with

Proof of Corollary A.4. By Lemma A.2, Eq. (A.84) is always minimized by a Φ∗ ∈ Rm×n . By using Lemma A.3,
since m ≤ M , there exists F0 ∈ Rm×M and R0 ∈ RM ×n
with Φ∗ = F0 · R0 and ∥R0 ∥0 = ∥Φ∗ ∥0 = s. Thus,
(F0 , R0 ) is feasible for Eq. (A.83) and consequently ε(1) ≤
ε(2) .

  \check {U}_{i,j} = \begin {cases} U_{i,j} , \; & \text {if} \; (i,j) \in \tops \\ 0 , \;& \text {if} \; (i,j) \notin \tops \;. \end {cases} 

(A.104)

In the following we will compute an upper bound δ for the
probability P(Û · Ǔ T = 0). By using the fact that Û · Ǔ T = 0
is a necessary condition for (F0 , R0 ) being a minimizer to
Eq. (A.83), which is equivalent to ε(1) = ε(2) , we finally get

  \mathbb {P}(\varepsilon _{(1)} < \varepsilon _{(2)}) & = 1 - \mathbb {P}(\varepsilon _{(1)} \geq \varepsilon _{(2)}) \\ & = 1 - \mathbb {P}(\varepsilon _{(1)} = \varepsilon _{(2)}) \\ & \geq 1 - \mathbb {P} ( \hat {U} \cdot \check {U}^T = 0) \label {eq:estimation_prob} \;.
(A.107)
Thus, the last step is to find an upper bound δ ≥ P(Û · Ǔ T =
0). In order to compute δ, we have a closer look on Û · Ǔ T .
It holds

(A.98)

Note, minimizing f is, contrarily to Eq. (A.83), a convex
problem.
A necessary, and by convexity of f even sufficient, condition for F0 to minimize f is given by
 \label {eq:necessary_condition} \left . \frac {\partial f}{\partial \Fb }\right \vert _{\Fb = {\Fb }_0} = 0 \in \R ^{m \times m}\;. 

(A.103)

and

Proof of Theorem A.1. First part of proof with supp R =
supp Φ∗ . W.l.o.g. we assume ε(1) = ε(2) . By Corollary A.4,
ε(1) ≤ ε(2) always holds. If ε(1) < ε(2) , we would be
finished with the proof. Furthermore, we assume w.l.o.g.
m = M , since otherwise we just fill the corresponding
entries in Ri,j and Fk,i for index values m < i ≤ M and
arbitrary j, k with zeros.
Therefore, let ε(1) = ε(2) . Let Φ∗ ∈ Rm×n solve
Eq. (A.84). Then, there exists an equivalent feasible point
(F0 , R0 ) ∈ Rm×m × Rm×n for Eq. (A.83), constructed according to Eqs. (A.96) and (A.97) in the proof of Lemma A.3.
I.e., Φ∗ = F0 · R0 and ∥Φ∗ ∥0 = ∥R0 ∥0 . By the assumption
ε(1) = ε(2) , (F0 , R0 ) also solves Eq. (A.83). Especially, F0
defines a global minimum of the smooth, convex function
  f : \R ^{m \times m} \rightarrow \R , \Fb \mapsto \Vert U - \Fb \cdot {R}_0\Vert _F^2 \;. 

  \hat {U}_{i,j} = \begin {cases} U_{i,j} , \; &\text {if} \; (i,j) \notin \tops \\ 0 , \; &\text {if} \; (i,j) \in \tops \end {cases} 

  (\hat {U} \cdot \check {U}^T )_{i,j} & = \sum _{k=1}^n \hat {U}_{i,k} \check {U}_{j,k} \\ & = \begin {cases}\sum _{k \in \tij } U_{i,k} U_{j,k} , \; \text {if} \; \tij \neq \emptyset \\ 0 , \; \text {else}\end {cases}\;,

(A.99)
(A.109)

It holds
 \label {eq:partial_derivative} \frac {\partial f}{\partial \Fb } = \frac {\partial }{\partial \Fb } \Vert U - \Fb \cdot {R}_0 \Vert _F^2 = 2 \cdot (\Fb \cdot {R}_0 - U ) \cdot {R}_0^T \;. 

where for each (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m}2 ,

(A.100)

  \tij := \{k \in \{1, \ldots , n\} : & (i,k) \notin \tops \; \text {and} \notag \\ & (j,k) \in \tops \} \;.

By combining Eqs. (A.99) and (A.100), we get a necessary
condition for F0 yielding a minimum for f , given by
 \label {eq:necessary_condition2} (U - {\Fb }_0 \cdot {R}_0) \cdot {R}_0^T = 0\;. 

(A.110)

(A.101)

Now assume S ⊂ ({1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n})2 with S ̸= ∅
to be given, then

Consequently, Eq. (A.101) is a necessary condition for
(F0 , R0 ) to define the minimum for Eq. (A.83). From the
construction of F0 and R0 we know that F0 · R0 = Φ∗ ,
F0 = idRm and R0 = Φ∗ . By Lemma A.2, Φ∗ is given
by Φ∗i,j = χ{(i,j)∈TOPs (U )} · Ui,j with the characteristic
function χ{·} . Combining this with Eq. (A.101) leads to the
necessary condition
 \label {eq:necessary_condition3} \hat {U} \cdot \check {U}^T = 0 

 \label {eq:prob_continuous_zero} \mathbb {P}(\sum _{(i_1, j_1), (i_2, j_2) \in S} U_{i_1,j_1} \cdot U_{i_2,j_2} = 0) = 0\;. 

(A.111)

This equality holds since for
P each S ⊂ ({1, . . . , m} ×
{1, . . . , n})2 with S ̸= ∅, (i1 ,j1 ),(i2 ,j2 )∈S Ui1 ,j1 · Ui2 ,j2
follows a continuous probability distribution.

(A.102)
xviii

k, i, j such that (i, k) ∈
/ TOPs (U ) and (j, k) ∈ TOPs (U ).

n
Assuming s = α · m for some α, there exist exactly α
different choices to find α many k that satisfy ∀i : (i, k) ∈
TOPs (U ) which, by the discussion above, all have similar
probability.
Altogether, the probability Eq. (A.119) is given by

Consequently,
  & &&\mathbb {P}(\hat {U} \cdot \check {U}^T = 0) \\ & = &&\mathbb {P} (\forall (i,j): \tij = \emptyset \notag \\ & &&\lor ( \tij \neq \emptyset \land \sum _{k \in \tij } U_{i,k} \cdot U_{j,k} = 0) ) \\ & \leq && \mathbb {P} ((\forall (i,j): \tij = \emptyset ) \notag \\ & &&\lor (\exists S \subset (\{1 ,\ldots , m\} \times \{1, \ldots , n\})^2 \setminus \emptyset : \notag \\ & && \sum _{(i_1, j_1), (i_2, j_2) \in S} U_{i_1,j_1} \cdot U_{i_2,j_2} = 0) ) \\ & \leq && \mathbb {P} (\forall (i,j): \tij = \emptyset ) \notag \\ & && + \left ( \sum _{\substack {S \subset (\{1 ,\ldots , m\} \times \{1, \ldots , n\})^2 \\ S \neq \emptyset }} \right . \notag \\ & && \; \; \; \; \; \left . \mathbb {P} ( \sum _{(i_1, j_1), (i_2, j_2) \in S} U_{i_1,j_1} \cdot U_{i_2,j_2} = 0) \right ) \label {eq:ineq_subad} \\ &= &&\mathbb {P} (\forall (i,j): \tij = \emptyset )\;, \label {eq:equal_zero_prob}

  \delta = \begin {cases} 0 \; & , \; \text {if} \; s \not \equiv 0 (\textrm {mod}\ m)\; \\ \frac {\binom {n}{\frac {s}{m}}}{\binom {m\cdot n}{s}} \; & , \; \text {if} \; s \equiv 0 (\textrm {mod}\ m)\; \end {cases}\;. 

(A.120)

Finally,
  \mathbb {P}(\hat {U} \cdot \check {U}^T = 0) & \leq && \mathbb {P} (\forall (i,j): \tij = \emptyset ) \\ & = && \mathbb {P}(\forall k: ( \forall i: (i,k) \in \tops ) \notag \\ & && \lor (\forall i : (i,k) \notin \tops ) ) \\ & \leq && \delta \;.

(A.123)
Using the estimation in Eq. (A.107), we finally get
(A.116)

  \mathbb {P}(\varepsilon _{(1)} < \varepsilon _{(2)}) \geq 1 - \mathbb {P}(\hat {U} \cdot \check {U}^T) \geq 1 - \delta \;, 

where the inequality (A.115) uses the subadditivity of probability measures and the final equality (A.116) is achieved
by using Eq. (A.111). By looking at the definition of Ti,j ,
we see that ∀(i, j) : Ti,j = ∅ only happens if for each
k ∈ {1, . . . , n} either
  \forall i \in \{1, \ldots , m\} : (i,k) \in \tops 

(A.117)

  \forall i \in \{1, \ldots , m\} : (i,k) \notin \tops 

(A.118)

which finishes the first part of the proof where supp R is
fixed to be equal to supp Φ∗ .
Second part of proof with arbitrary supp R. As shown
in the first part of the proof, Eq. (A.119) is a necessary
condition for ε(1) = ε(2) . This means that all columns of
Φ∗ are either Φ∗:,k = 0 ∈ Rm or ∥Φ∗:,k ∥0 = m which we
therefore will assume from now on.A.6
By assumption, 0 < s and therefore, there exists a k with
∥Φ∗:,k ∥0 = m. Now, set F̂:,1 = Φ∗:,k and F̂:,j = (F0 ):,j for
all other j. Then, with P = 1, F̂ still forms a basis.
Setting R̂i,k = δi,1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m} yields (F̂ ·
R̂):,k = U:,k = Φ∗:,k . For all other j ̸= k with ∥Φ∗:,j ∥0 = m
there exists a R̂:,j with (F̂ · R̂):,j = Φ∗:,j = U:,j since F̂
forms a basis.
Setting the remaining R̂:,j = 0 leads to F̂ · R̂ = Φ∗ and
∥R̂∥0 ≤ ∥Φ∗ ∥0 − (m − 1) < ∥Φ∗ ∥0 . The last inequality
holds, since m > 1 is assumed.
Finally, one of the (at least) remaining m − 1 coefficients
which were not spend up to now can be used to better approximate one column of U which is completely zeroed in
Φ∗ . Such a column j0 must fulfill U:,j0 ̸= 0 and Φ∗:,j0 = 0.
Since s < m · n and Ui,j i.i.d. N (0, 1), such a column j0
exists with P = 1. Since F̂ forms a basis, we can find some
l, λl such that

or

holds true. Otherwise, if k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}
exist with (i, k) ∈
/ TOPs (U ) and (j, k) ∈ TOPs (U ), obviously Ti,j ̸= ∅. This shows, that ε(1) = ε(2) is only possible
in the trivial case, where each of the n filters (with m coefficients) is either completely pruned or not pruned at all.
Therefore, we need to compute the probability
 \label {eq:total_prob_formula} \begin {aligned} \mathbb {P} ( \forall k: & &&( \forall i: (i,k) \in \tops ) \\ & \lor && (\forall i : (i,k) \notin \tops ) ) \;. \end {aligned} 

(A.124)

(A.119)

Due to the i.i.d. assumption of the Ui,k , all (i, k) have
the same probability of being in TOPs (U ). Thus, deciding (i, k) ∈ TOPs (U ) or (i, k) ∈
/ TOPs (U ) for all
(i, k) ∈ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n} together can equivalently
be modeled with choosing a subset of size s from a set of
size m · n, where each subset has the same probability of
1
being sampled, i.e. with probability m·n
.
( s )
Furthermore, Eq. (A.119) is only possible if s = α · m
for some α ∈ N. Otherwise, there needs to exists at least one

  \Vert U_{:,j_0} - \l _l {\hat {\Fb }}_{:,l} \Vert _2 < \Vert U_{:,j_0} \Vert _2\;. 

(A.125)

A.6 For a matrix A ∈ Rd1 ×d2 , the j th column A
:,j is given by (Ai,j )i ∈
Rd1 .

xix

Setting R̂l,j0 = λl leads to
  \Vert U - {\hat {\Fb }} \cdot {\hat {R}} \Vert _F^2 = & \Vert U - \Pa \Vert _F^2 \\ & -(\Vert U_{:,j_0} \Vert _2^2 - \Vert U_{:,j_0} - \l _l {\hat {\Fb }}_{:,l} \Vert _2^2) \\ <& \Vert U - \Pa \Vert _F^2\;,

(A.128)
which finishes the proof.
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